EPISODE #050
“MISERY LOVES COMPANY”
Steve has a nightmare that he has failed all of his school courses and has to
repeat his junior year. He awakens in a cold sweat, relieved that it was only a dream.
At the Peach Pit he tells Brandon about it and they discuss their summer vacation
plans.
Brenda leaves with Donna and Kelly, telling her mother they are going
shopping for swimsuits. Jim Walsh lends her his credit card, relieved that she
seems to have gotten over her depression about not being allowed to see Dylan.
On a quiet suburban street Kelly pulls over and Brenda gets out. She runs across to
join Dylan in his car. She has lied to her parents.
Kelly discusses with Donna their planned Paris trip. Kelly is excited but
Donna seems less enthusiastic about leaving town because her parents are
separating. She feels she might keep them together if she stays at home.
At the Peach Pit, Brandon picks up his final pay check before going to work at
the Beverly Hills Beach Club for the summer. Steve notices how little Brandon gets
paid. He comments that it is only pizza money. Brandon tells him he doesn't know
what it is to hold down a job. They make a bet that Steve can't do Brandon's job at
the Peach Pit. Steve accepts the challenge.
At their rendezvous at the beach, Brenda and Dylan discuss his relationship
with Brenda's father. Dylan wants to have his trust fund moved away from Jim Walsh.
Brenda thinks this is a bad move.
Brandon starts his summer job at the Beach Club. Henry tells him they've
added playground equipment for young children. Henry tells Brandon that his own
sporting goods store was burned during the recent rioting in the South Central area
of the town.
Brandon spots Brenda and Dylan on a quiet part of the beach. He is surprised
that Brenda has lied to their parents and is seeing Dylan on the sly. Brandon
reminds them that he is not passing judgement on their behavior and it is their
problem to work out, not his.
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At home, Brenda almost slips up while talking to her parents about the day's
events. Her parents sense that something is up, but are not sure what. At the Peach
Pit, Steve is working as a waiter and not doing a very good job. Brandon drops by to
check up on him.
At his office, Jim Walsh has a business meeting with Dylan to discuss the
trust. Jim tells Dylan only his mother can change the trusteeship. At Dylan's house,
Brenda and Dylan discuss their future together and the secrecy they must endure.
At the Beach Club, a very pregnant Jackie Taylor-Silver and Kelly are moving into
their cabana for the summer.
Henry tells Brandon that Andrea has signed on as kiddie counselor for the
summer. Brandon has mixed feelings about this. He feels having Andrea on the job
might cramp his activities with other girls. To cheer up Brenda, Jim and Cindy tell
her they have a surprise for her. Brenda says she's made plans already for the day.
Jim and Cindy move into a beach cabana they have rented for the summer.
Brandon is surprised but then panics when he remembers that Brenda and
Dylan are together on the beach. He rushes to warn them. Brenda, not knowing that
her parents have already seen her with Dylan, goes to them. They are furious with
her for lying to them. A violent argument follows.
At the Peach Pit, the gang is discussing what happened at the beach. Steve is
still at his waiter's job, but with less enthusiasm. Brandon says that after what
happened at the beach, he hates to go home. A tall, good -ooking guy comes in.
Andrea waves to him and motions him over to the table. She introduces him as Jay
Thurman, a college student who used to be the editor of the West Beverly Blaze.
Andrea tells them proudly that Jay is doing an intern job with CNN at the Republican
convention. Everyone is suitably impressed.
At the Walsh home, it is discovered that Brenda has moved out with most of
her clothes. She has moved in with Dylan. Nat complains to Brandon that Steve is
simply not suitable for the job. He asks Brandon to tell Steve.
Jim Walsh goes to Dylan's house looking for Brenda. Dylan tells him Brenda
doesn't want to see him. Jim gets furious and leaves. Steve finally gives up and
admits he is not cut out to be a waiter. He pays off the bet to Brandon.
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David tells Kelly that Donna's parents have made up and the divorce is off.
Kelly's mother comes in and announces she's going into labor with the baby. David
gets the car out and they head for the hospital.
Brandon tells his parents that maybe the whole problem doesn't have so
much to do with Dylan as it does with the fear of Brenda growing up too fast. Brenda
tells Dylan she feels guilty about moving out from home and hurting her parents.
Dylan sleeps on the couch and Brenda in his bed.
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EPISODE #051
“TWINS, THE TRUSTEE AND BIG TRIP”
David and Kelly are at the hospital to see the new baby. David is video taping
the infant.
Jim and Cindy Walsh are getting up. Jim is in a foul mood, still upset over the
fact that Brenda is living at Dylan's house. Cindy advises him that threatening a
lawsuit isn't going to bring the family together again.
Brenda is running the vacuum cleaner at Dylan's house. Dylan is not at his
best sop early in the morning. They discuss where he is going and when he'll return.
She tells him to pick up laundry detergent and something for dinner. Dylan is not
sure he is ready for this new arrangement.
At the Beach Club, Steve meets a cute girt named Rorie. David, Kelly and
Donna are talking about Donna's Paris trip. She's already homesick. Cindy Walsh
shows up and joins them. Brandon shows a cute girl to her cabana and they
obviously like each other immediately.
Steve tells Brandon he's met a great looking girl. He points her out to
Brandon. Brandon think she's the same girl he just met but then they see that Rorie
has a twin sister. Steve suggests that they double date.
Andrea stops Brandon to tell him how her day went with the young kids. She's
still enjoying her job. Cindy asks Brandon to stop by Dylan's house and see how
Brenda is getting along. Kelly is a bit shocked to see her mother nursing the new
baby, but warms up to the infant and asks to hold her.
Brenda and Dylan are eating the burritos he brought home. Brandon arrives
for a visit. Brandon suspects the living arrangement is not quite perfect. He relays
this to Jim and Cindy Walsh.
Kelly gets up during the night to check on her baby sister Erin, showing a
new maternal quality to her personality. Kelly tells her mother she does not want to
go to Paris this summer.
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Steve suggests that he and Brandon switch their twin dates. He'll date Claire
and let Brandon date Rorie.
Kelly and Donna visit Brenda. They find Brenda less than cheerful. Kelly tells
them she has decided not to go to Paris. She finds the new baby Erin more exciting
than going on a trip. Donna suggests that Brenda go instead.
Dylan confesses to Brandon that his togetherness with Brenda is not quite
what he hoped it would be. She's trying too hard to make it work out.
Brenda stops by the Walsh house to tell Cindy everything is fine with her new
living arrangement with Dylan. Cindy detects a bit of homesickness in Brenda. They
discuss the fact that Kelly has cancelled out on the Paris trip.
Brandon and Steve have switched dates for the day. Claire with Brandon and
Rorie is with Steve. Cindy tells Jim that Brenda came by the house. He says she
should have locked her in while she was there. Brenda tells Dylan that she visited
her parent's house and it has left her feeling a bit sad.
A letter comes to Dylan informing him that his trust account is to be frozen
and he has to appear at Jim Walsh's office the next day. Steve and Brandon
continue their plans for changing their "twin dates." Kelly phones Brenda telling her
how much she enjoys her new baby sister, Erin.
Dylan meets with Jim Walsh, who mentions to him that he may be violating the
California law by co-habitating with a minor, namely, Brenda. Dylan reminds Jim it
isn't his fault that Jim can not communicate with his daughter. Jim says he and Cindy
have decided to send Brenda to Paris.
The twins pull a switch on Steve and Brandon, each pretending to be the
other. Steve has been "outfoxed" again. Dylan and Brenda go to the Walsh house
for dinner, Brenda is reluctant but finally agrees.
Steve is confessing to Rorie, thinking she is her twin, Claire, that he and
Rorie just aren't right for each other. He found Rorie boring, he says. Rorie tells him
she’s Rorie, not her sister Claire.
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Jim and Cindy tell Brenda they are treating her to a trip to Paris. Brenda
thinks it’s just a trick to keep her from Dylan, but Dylan speaks up in support of the
Paris trip.
Cindy reminds Brenda that she always regretted turning down an opportunity
she had to study in Paris. Dylan tells Jim Walsh he went along with the idea of the
Paris trip because it really is best for Brenda.
Brandon jokingly tells Steve that maybe he should throw tantrums, get drunk
and such. Maybe he would get sent to Paris too. The girls arrive, with suitcases, on
the way to the airport for the Walsh going away party at the Beach Club. Everyone is
on hand to see them off on their trip.
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EPISODE #052
“TOO LITTLE TOO LATE / PARIS 75001”
At the Beach Club, the summer camp kids are burying Brandon in the sand,
enjoying themselves. Only a deaf boy named Cameron does not join in the fun.
Brandon notices Andrea run-off to greet her new boyfriend, Jay.
Steve tells Brandon that Dylan's father has a front-page story in the
newspaper about his possible parole. At the prison visitor's room Dylan greets his
father, Jack McKay. He tells his son he thinks that a letter from Dylan will help him
get released. Dylan flares up at his father as he remembers how he had neglected
him over the years.
In Paris, Brenda and Donna get in an argument with their taxi driver about his
smoking, and are thrown out, along with their luggage. They arrive at their hotel,
The Casanova, carrying all their suitcases. Mme. Dubois rushes forward to them,
speaking French. Brenda and Donna, less than fluent in French, explain in English
that they are tired and wish to go to their rooms.
They find that the room is small and with no view. Mme. Dubois smiles that
they will be in classes all day and partying all night. They meet several other
American girls who are there in the "Immersion Program." The hotel is quite a bit
less than what the girls expected.
At a beach restaurant, Andrea and Jay are having dinner. Jay says he is going
to be an observer at the Republican Convention in August. Jay thinks he can get
them to hire Andrea too. They discuss their differences in politics, ending in a kiss.
At the Beach Club, Andrea debates whether to give up her youth work, for
the experience of going to Houston. Andrea encourages Cameron's mother to let
him join the other children, even though he is deaf. Andrea is able to speak "sign
language" from a prior summer job. Reluctantly, Cameron's mother gives in to the
idea.
In Paris, Brenda and Donna are trying to find Balzac's house. Finally, they find
the building, but it is closed. Donna is tired of museums and wants to go shopping.
Jay tells Brandon he has gotten Andrea the job at the Convention in Houston.
Brandon's reaction is less than enthusiastic, but Andrea is delighted. Steve tells
Brandon that Andrea is trying to make him jealous.
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Dylan is trying to compose a letter to the Parole Review Board, as his father
requested. Kelly and David argue about the loudness of his electronic keyboard.
Kelly walks over to talk with Dylan. They mention that neither has heard from Brenda
yet. In a chic Paris restaurant, Brenda and Donna try to order dinner in French and
end up being served calf's brain.
At the beach, Cameron's mother panics when she can't find her son. She
knows he can't hear her if she calls out his name. The son is found with Andrea and
the other children. A game of water balloon fighting ends and Andrea and Brandon
has an argument about her going with Jay to Houston. He kisses her but she
brushes him aside.
Brandon realizes he cares a great deal for Andrea and confides in Steve
about “women troubles." Dylan passes Jim Walsh in the parking lot and tells him he
has not heard from Brenda.
In Paris, Donna and Brenda are dressing for their first Paris party. They are
going in a group with other students. The party is big and noisy, but makes the girls
miss David and Dylan even more.
Dylan joins his father for the hearing. Mr. McKay thanks him for writing the
letter. Dylan says it's all lies and that his father was never there when he really
needed him. Jack reminds him that there were times when they were together. At a
cafe, Brenda and Donna are feeling more and more homesick. They decide to
telephone their boyfriends.
Andrea is faced with the task of telling Cameron she will be leaving. His
reaction is not good. Just as he has begun to mingle with the other children, his new
friend, Andrea is going away. Dylan's father is denied parole but Dylan tells Kelly
he'll be up for parole again soon. Dylan and Kelly begin to confide in each other
more often.
Andrea changes her mind about the Convention trip. She decides Cameron
and the other kids need her here.
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EPISODE #053
“SEX, LIES AND VOLLEYBALL”
At the Beach club a volleyball tournament is about to begin. Steve tells
Brandon about his excitement about all the beautiful girls that will be there. Steve
approaches one attractive girl but she finds the sounds of David's synthesizer more
appealing. David and Nikki have found a common interest, his music.
In Paris, Brenda, Donna and another student, Maggie are enjoying the sights
and sounds of the streets of the city. At the Volleyball Contest Registration, Steve
spots Brooke, a lean California girl. Steve asks if she has a partner for the "mixed
doubles" game, but she wants him to prove he is good enough first.
Kelly and Dylan sign up to play as partners in the "mixed doubles" match.
Donna tries to buy a French pastry, speaking French, and gets a taste of Parisian
rudeness. Later, a woman approaches Donna and asks if she has had modeling
experience.
Steve uses his line about his mom being a daytime TV star and Brooke warms
up to him. Donna does some photo modeling for the French fashion photographer,
Pierre. He also appears to be personally attracted to her.
Kelly reads Brenda's letter to David telling him about the experiences of
Donna and the modeling. David seems preoccupied with other thoughts. Later that
night, David plays his latest music number for Nikki, at his cabana. She is impressed,
and so is David.
Just as Brenda, Donna, Maggie and the other students are ready to leave for
a day trip to Versailles a car and flowers arrive for Donna. Pierre needs her for some
more photo modeling.
Dylan and Kelly have won their first volleyball game playoff, and celebrate by
going to her house to watch a video of the old movie, "Casablanca."
Steve and Brooke win their first game too, and go to the Peach Pit to
celebrate. Brandon joins them, but Steve feels he is trying to take away Brooke.
Brandon denies it, but later Brooke takes the initiative and asks Brandon to call her.
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While watching the video movie, at the most romantic moment, the spell is
broken by the sound of baby Erin's cries from upstairs. Kelly asks Dylan to hold the
baby while she heats the formula. Reluctantly, he takes the baby in his arms. He
begins to give Erin some behavioral advice for later in her life. Kelly is impressed
with his way with the baby.
Brenda and Maggie discuss Donna's new attitude toward her modeling work.
Maggie warns that Pierre is no "saint." Donna arrives back at the hotel late and
wakes Brenda to tell her about a modeling contract Pierre has offered to her.
David asks Steve's advice about his relationship with Nikki. Should he sleep
with her even though Donna is his true girlfriend?
The volleyball game is Steve and Brooke against Kelly and Dylan. Steve and
Brooke win, but when Steve suggests a "private" celebration at his house, she
declines.
Brenda arrives back at the hotel, from an all day field trip, to find Donna
getting dressed for a party. Brenda tells Donna she feels she's doing the wrong
thing, staying on in Paris for a modeling career and not finishing high school. Donna
feels that she may have found the chance to be somebody and standout from the
crowd. Brenda fears Donna will be hurt in her relationship with Pierre.
Brooke invites Brandon to join her for a drive up the coast when he gets off
work. Brandon hesitates because he doesn't want to hurt his friend, Steve.
Kelly walks into the cabana to discover David and Nikki in a steamy embrace.
Kelly is upset to think that David is two-timing her friend Donna.
Brandon tells Steve he is sorry it didn't work out for him with Brooke. Steve
is angry and hurt.
At Pierre's party, Donna has met a talent agent and other friends of his. Pierre
tells Donna to wait and they can talk, after the other guests have gone. Later Pierre
begins to move in on her and when she resists he reminds her of the career she
could be destroying. Donna tosses a glass of red wine on him and leaves.
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Back at the hotel, Brenda cheers Donna up by reminding her this has been a
good growing-up" experience. She also has learned to speak French and has a
portfolio of fashion photography.

David meets Nikki at the Peach Pit to tell her he has decided to be true to
Donna. Nikki says she wishes she could find someone like him. The final game of the
Volleyball Playoff is almost lost by Brooke and Steve. His heart is no longer in the
game but after a pep talk from Brandon, they come back to win.
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EPISODE #054
“SHOOTING STAR / AMERICAN IN PARIS”
Brenda and Donna discuss how much money they have spent in Paris. Donna
says she is about to spend some more this afternoon but Brenda decides to spend
these last few days soaking up the atmosphere of Paris.
Brandon befriends a homeless man on the beach although Andrea is hesitant
to have the kids around him. Brandon offers some change to the man, but he
refuses. Brooke races up on a set of "roller blades." Brandon challenges her to a
race later. She sees the homeless man and comments that this ought to be a private
beach.
Steve and David discuss a new song David has just played. Reluctantly,
Steve admits he would like to hear more of David's work. Dylan confronts Kelly
about avoiding him lately. She says Brenda will be home in a few days and she
doesn't want their brief encounter to jeopardize her friendship with Brenda.
A young American student named Rick, approaches Brenda in the park,
thinking that she is French. Brenda has some innocent fun with her impersonation.
Rick asks her to show him around Paris. Back at the hotel Donna and Maggie are
amazed that Brenda is going to try this charade with Rick.
While racing with Brooke along the bike path, Brandon stops to talk to the
homeless man he saw earlier. Brooke is not pleased that he is encouraging this "riff
raff" to hang around beaches.
Kelly stops by Dylan's house to apologize for her abruptness to him at the
beach earlier. They discuss their relationship, ending in a kiss. They both are
confused by the feelings they have for each other.
At the Casanova Hotel, Donna and Maggie are off on a shopping trip and
Brenda has left to join Rick, as his tour guide. A phone call comes from Dylan for
Brenda but she has already gone. Donna tells him that Brenda left by herself, not
wanting to compromise her date with Rick.
Brenda and Rick are enjoying each other's company as they visit the
well-known tourist sites of the city. He invites her to have dinner with him. David
hopes that if Steve likes his music tape, he will agree to introduce him to some of
his mother's friends in the record business.
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Brandon, Andrea and Cameron, the deaf boy, are launching kites on the
beach. Jack Canner, the homeless man, comes over to offer some advice. Brandon
finds out Canner is a veteran of the Middle East War. When he came home, he lost
his job, his house and his wife and kids. He was an engineer but the government
contracts were cut back.
Brandon talks to Henry about giving Canner a temporary job at the Club, to
help clean up the place for the rest of the season.
Dylan picks up Kelly at the beach. They go "wet biking" in the surf. Again, the
discussion of Brenda's imminent return comes up.
Brenda and Rick have just finished dinner in a romantic cafe. Brenda is still
being secretive about her own background. Rick wants her to demonstrate the
French "kiss on each cheek." She agrees, but it ends in a more passionate kiss on
the lips.
Brandon tells Brooke he got a job interview for the homeless man. Brooke
feels Brandon is wasting his time. The man is a bum. Steve tells Kelly he likes
David's music. Later Dylan invites Kelly to join him on the beach tonight, "camping
out under the stars." He promises they'll just talk.
David walks in suddenly while Dylan is rubbing aloe lotion on Kelly's sunburn.
David is dumbfounded. He races out of the cabana. Kelly tells Dylan that too many
people are going to get hurt if they keep seeing each other. Donna is upset when
Brenda finally arrives back at the hotel. Brenda tells her that she is confused and
wonders whether she is failing in love with Rick.
The Walshs invite Brooke over for dinner. Brooke was originally from
Minnesota, so they have plenty in common. The conversation gets around to
Brandon's friendship with the homeless man.
Kelly and David discuss the incident at the cabana with Dylan. She says it was
all a misunderstanding. David says he won't tell Brenda if she won't tell Donna about
his encounter with Nikki. Kelly tells him that Steve likes his music.
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The "Goodbye Party" is underway at the hotel with the girls posing for
pictures and toasting each other. Rick arrives with three other college students.
Brenda tries to hide but when Maggie makes a play for Rick she goes over to him.
She pretends she is there to say goodbye to friends. They go to the park to discuss
their relationship and although Brenda keeps denying the attraction she ends up in
his embrace.
At the cabana, Steve tells David he likes the music and wants to be his
manager. David plays it cool and says he doesn't need a manager, just a few
introductions. Finally, David agrees but only for two weeks.
Canner fails to show for the job interview. Brandon is disappointed and
Brooke reiterates her feelings about bums. Andrea rushes up to them; she can't find
Cameron, the deaf boy. He shows up a few minutes later having been to the rest
room.
The girls are gathering their luggage in the hotel lobby ready to leave for the
airport. Brenda feels very guilty at failing to meet Rick, as she promised. Suddenly
she darts off down the street to find him.
Kelly decides to join Dylan at Paradise Cove Beach. She brings pizza with
her. They watch the stars and talk about their relationship.
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EPISODE #055
“CASTLES IN THE SAND”
Brenda and Donna are on the way home from Paris. During the flight Brenda
dreams about Rick and what it might be like to remain in Paris with him.
At a secluded beach area, Dylan and Kelly are waking up, after a night spent
together on the beach. Kelly feels guilty and tells Dylan she's glad they did not have
sex together. Dylan reminds her they did sleep in each other's arms, however.
Suddenly Andrea shows up with a group of kids. They are looking for
seashells. Dylan pretends the other sleeping bag contains Kevin, who partied too
much last night. Andrea leaves without seeing Kelly. Kelly tells Dylan that when
Brenda gets home tomorrow, he'll remember why he loves her so much.
At the Taylor cabana, David is auditioning a new song for Steve. Steve wants
changes but David stands his ground saying that when Steve gets him a booking
he'll pay more attention to his advice.
At the Walsh home everyone's waiting for Brenda to arrive. A small party is
planned. Brandon has invited Brooke. Andrea displays a little jealousy but Steve
says he is not concerned that Brooke chose Brandon. Brenda arrives to warm
greetings. Only Dylan is missing. Brenda confronts her parents in a calm mature
manner saying she will need to know about her future relationship with Dylan.
Brooke makes a comment that the cheese enchilada is probably Mexico's greatest
contribution to American culture. Brandon is displeased by her racist remark.
Donna arrives to join the party accompanied by Kelly. Brenda greets Kelly warmly
but Kelly is slightly reserved. Brenda tugs Kelly's arm and invites her upstairs for a
private talk. Brenda asks her why Dylan isn't here and if she's seen him lately.
Brenda confesses she met Rick in Paris and was tempted to spend the rest of the
summer with him. Kelly can only answer that "temptation is a killer" especially when
you are lonely.
Dylan arrives and it is an awkward moment for both Brenda and Kelly, for
different reasons. Kelly leaves early saying she has errands to do. Brenda has a gift
for Dylan inscribed, “I love you, Brenda." After Dylan leaves, Brenda thanks her
parents for inviting him.
Brenda and Brandon have a little talk before going to bed. They discuss what
happened over the summer.
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At the Taylor home, David and Kelly have a talk about Kelly's fear that Brenda
will discover that she and Dylan were dating while she was in Paris. David says he
does not plan to tell Donna about Nikki either.
At the beach the sand sculpting contest is well underway. Andrea and her
group of kids have a batmobile design. Brandon tell Brooke he has to work most of
the day and won't be of much help. Donna and Brenda are working on a map of
France, showing highlights of their trip. Dylan pitches in to help.
At home, Kelly is hesitant to join her family in coming to the beach. Her
mother, Jackie suspects something but doesn't know who the boy is. She thinks it
may be Jake. David warns her that if she mopes around like this everyone is going
to know the truth.
Brooke shows her racist attitude by commenting that Henry can't be fired
because he's black. Brandon is upset by her remark. All go over to greet Jackie and
the new baby as they cross to their cabana. Dylan lets slip how he and Kelly babysat
little Erin one night, but it seems to slide by undetected.
Kelly begs off helping Brenda and Donna with their sand sculpture saying
she must help Jackie with the baby. Brandon and Brooke are shucking corn for the
party. Again Brooke and Brandon get into a disagreement over her racist remarks in
discussing the recent riots.
Brandon is beginning to feel that his rather liberal philosophies will never
mix with the attitudes that Brooke has. Brooke storms away angry. Dylan catches up
with Kelly. He wants to talk but she brushes him off.
Steve tries to talk to Henry into hiring David to provide the music for the
party but Henry has already hired a band. Andrea tells Brandon, her friend Jay is
back at Northwestern and wrote that he misses her.
David is paying a lot of attention to Donna and Brenda comments that maybe
they should take a trip away more often. Brandon finds Brooke working on their
sand sculpture and apologizes to her. He says they will have to pick other topics to
discuss, very carefully in the future.
Andrea has a talk with Cameron, the deaf boy. He tells her he ran away
because he couldn't face saying goodbye to her.
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The judges are about to select the winner. Brenda finds Kelly alone and
quizzes her about seeing Dylan over the summer. She says she suspects there was
someone because he is being too nice to her. Kelly can't bring herself to confess
that she dated Dylan.
Steve finds the band unloading their instruments in the parking lot. He pays
them off and tells them he wants exposure for his new client. The judges pick the
Batmobile the winner and Andrea and the kids are overjoyed.
Once more Brooke gets into a racist discussion with Brandon. This time the
topic is Andrea and the fact that she works so hard with the kids. She adds that
Beverly Hills Jews all have lots of money. Brandon is very angry and their
relationship ends abruptly.
Henry agrees to let David provide the musical entertainment when the band
fails to show up. Everyone is surprised and delighted with David's music and Steve
claims the credit, of course.
Brenda confesses to Dylan that she did meet a boy in Paris that she found
attractive. But it didn't really amount to anything, she adds. Dylan changes the
subject and asks her if she is ready to start their Senior Year together at school.
Brandon and Kelly have a moment together discussing their disappointments over
the summer.
A clean-shaven man approaches Brandon. It is Canner, the homeless man. He
apologizes for not showing up for the job. He says he had to visit his wife and kids.
One of them was ill. Henry hires him to help close up the beach club for the season.
Dylan joins Kelly standing at the end of the surf. They agree that what they
experienced during the summer has past. Nothing lasts forever, she adds as the
incoming tide symbolically washes away the sandcastles.
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EPISODE #056
“A SONG OF MYSELF”
It's back to school day at West Beverly High. Brandon and Brenda remark that
one day they'll look back on this and miss it. Dylan doesn't exactly agree. Kelly and
Donna approach. They see Brenda and Dylan in a playful kiss, and not what Kelly
wants to see first thing in the morning. Donna mentions that high school
sweethearts sometimes get married.
David in the radio booth welcomes all the students back. Suddenly he spots
an attractive girl eyeing him. He gulps as he recognizes the girl is Nikki. She tells
him she did not go back to San Francisco but transferred to this school instead.
Nikki says she has to hurry to meet her "Senior Buddy." Seeing the new freshman
Donna comments that surely they never looked that young.
Steve has been assigned to, not a cute young girl, but to Herbert Little, a
black kid. Brenda is assigned to a fresh-faced girl named Sue and, of all things,
Donna meets her "buddy" who is Nikki.
Andrea is going full blast in the school newspaper office. She tells Brandon
they have a new faculty advisor named Gil Meyers. Brandon surprises her by saying
he doesn't plan to work on the Blaze newspaper this year. Andrea is upset and says
she needs his experience on the paper. Gil Meyers joins them. Andrea tells Meyers
that Brandon wants to quit as sports ectitor. Meyers says if Brandon is as good as
Andrea thinks, that he will help her convince him to stay.
Brenda gives advice to her 'buddy" Sue, telling her "just to be her own
person and forget what other kids think."
Kelly and Dylan find themselves in the same Spanish class. He say he tried to
call her last night but he hung up when David answered. Brenda loins them and
looks at their schedules. She is delighted they will be in most of the same classes.
Kelly is less than enthusiastic.
Andrea works up a preliminary report on how to reorganize the paper and
presents it to Gil Meyers.
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Donna is excited about her "senior buddy." Nikki tells David she wants him to
meet her. David is shocked to see Donna's "buddy" is Nikki. While Donna continues
the conversation saying David is her boyfriend, Nikki and David try to pretend this is
their first meeting.
Dylan suggests that he and Brenda go to his house for lunch but she
declines.
After school, Meyers holds a meeting with the newspaper staff saying he liked
the work they turned out but he thinks they can do better. Andrea tells Brandon she
fears Meyers does not like her. Brandon says he doesn't agree, and tries to
reassure Andrea.
At the Walsh house, dinner is being planned as a backyard barbecue but Jim
can't get the charcoal to burn. Dylan has been invited for dinner so he volunteers to
help Jim get the barbecue started. Brenda can only comment, "what a difference a
summer makes."
At home Kelly confesses to David that she is not sure she can make it
through the year. David tells her about Nikki's reappearance. Kelly advises him to
tell Donna the whole story about their relationship during the summer.
In class Meyers discusses Walt Whitman's poem "Song of Myself" and points
out how the poems stood up for womens rights over 150 years ago. After class he
asks Andrea and Brandon to remain for a few minutes. Meyers tells Brandon about
his decision to make him editor-in-chief of the paper. Andrea puts up a brave front
and congratulates Brandon.
Brandon talks to Meyers privately about his new job. He expresses concern
that Andrea has been hurt. Meyers gives him assurance that she was his biggest
booster. Brenda suggests to Dylan that they give a barbecue party at his house and
invite the whole group. Kelly visits her school counselor and asks to switch classes.
David asks Donna for a date but finds she has plans with her "new friend" Nikki.
Andrea is trying to make the best of her reduction in status on the school
paper by offering to help Brandon but her hurt pride shows through when she
refuses to show him her ideas for streamlining the paper. They have an argument
and Andrea storms off in anger.
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David is concerned about his new record being played on the Peach Pit
jukebox. Donna and Nikki each think the song was written for them. Steve advises
David not to confess anything to Donna. "Keep her as the main course, with Nikki as
the side dish," he says. Andrea drops an envelope off for Brandon at the Peach Pit.
Everybody knows how disappointed Andrea is.
Andrea tells Meyers she is quitting the newspaper. She says he stepped in
and fired her after she'd dedicated three years of her life to salvaging the paper.
Meyers tells her he put Brandon in charge because he needed the extra push and
she needs to learn to be a team player. Andrea counters that Meyers is sexist.
Steve finds Herbert being hazed by some older students and comes to his
defense. Brandon finds the school newspaper is a very demanding job and wishes
Andrea were back. Brenda finds Sue Scanlon in the girl's restroom smoking a
cigarette. Sue says she's removing her make-up to return to being little "Susie
Sunshine" before going home. Brenda tells her she was at Scott's birthday party the
night he was shot and there when David buried the time capsule in Scott's memory.
She offers to be there for Sue now, if she needs her.
Brandon and Nikki run into each other yet another time in the hallway. They
both exchange eye contact for several moments before Brandon introduces himself
to her.
Brandon changes the Blaze masthead to read "Brandon Walsh and Andrea
Zuckerman, Co-Editors-In-Chief." At first Andrea rejects the idea but Brandon slowly
wins her over.
Donna and Nikki set up a test for David's affections. Nikki makes a play for
him but David rejects her saying he loves Donna. Donna is listening and steps out
to confront David. He realizes they've framed him but relieved that Donna knows of
his love for her. Nikki asks if Brandon has a steady girlfriend.
Brenda comforts Kelly telling her that together they're going to find her a
great new guy.
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EPISODE #057
“THE BACK STORY”
Most of the group, including Brenda, Donna, Kelly, Steve and David, are
attending an S.A.T. Review Course to prepare for taking the very important S.A.T.
Test in a week. For various reasons, all are taking the test for a second time hoping
for a higher score. David, a junior, is being tested for the first time. After the class,
they are faced by a newspaper reporter who questions them about the "cram
course."
Brenda tells the reporter that in order to get into a top college, a student has
to have a high score on the S.A.T. Suddenly, Steve recognizes the logo on a
camera. It's a “sleaze" TV show called "Back Story." Steve remembers they did a
"hatchet job" on his actress mother.
The gang is by the lockers at school. Brandon kids Steve about his attack on
the TV news crew. They flirt with a couple of younger girls. Brenda comes up and
says she is dying for a cigarette. Kelly tells her to forget it. It's not worth getting
lung cancer. Dylan joins them but Kelly ducks off down the hall.
Nikki joins her "Senior Buddy," Donna, for a chat. Nikki comments that
everyone is so uptight because of the upcoming S.A.T. tests.
Beth Nielsen, the TV news reporter, comes over to Brenda in the parking lot.
She says she had nothing to do with the smear of Steve's mother.
At a West Hollywood coffeehouse they continue their conversation. Beth want
to do a news documentary on the kids of Beverly Hills and how they are just regular
young people, in an extraordinary town. Brenda is beginning to soften to the idea.
At the Peach Pit later, business is booming and Brandon is rushing to take
care of customers. Nikki comes in. She speaks to Brandon but he is too busy to pay
attention. In the corner booth Steve joins B.J. Harrison, an old friend, and his girl,
"Suds" Lipton. B.J. Harrison reminds Steve how he passed his things down to
Steve when he grew tired of them. Steve asks if he has any old senior term papers.
B.J. offers Steve a passkey that opens all the locks at West Beverly High. Steve is
hesitant to accept the key.
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Brenda talks to Brandon and suggests he ask Nikki for a date. She makes him
nervous, he answers, and she's too young. As they drive home, Brenda mentions
Beth Nielsen and the news story she wants to do. Brandon reminds her that the
school prefers to keep out of the news. He also wonders why she is suddenly so
friendly to Beth. Brenda admits that Beth is friendly and Kelly has seemed so distant
since the Paris trip. She is lonely she says.
Brenda accidentally drops a pack of cigarettes from her jacket and Cindy
sees it. Jim and Cindy confront Brenda over this smoking habit. She says everybody
in Paris smoked. They are not happy that Brenda is making light of this. She adds
that she could quit anytime she wants. They advise her to stop now.
Donna and David are studying in the D.J. booth, when they see Kelly and
Brenda arguing in the hall. Kelly says she's glad her parents caught her. Dylan
overhears and doesn't believe Brenda's explanation about the cigarettes. Dylan
tells her he can't pick her up from the S.A.T. test. He is going to see his father in jail
and will have to take the test another time. Kelly sides with Dylan saying everyone
doesn't have to go to college.
Brenda asks David if he brought her the school video scrapbook that Beth
wants to see. Andrea tells Brandon that Nikki has asked to work on the school
newspaper. He is not too pleased with this development.
Brenda sees Sue Scanlon about to teave school campus in the middle of the
day. Sue tells her she's bored and to let her mother do the worrying.
Brenda takes the "video scrapbook" to Beth and tells her she'll need to get
permission from Mrs. Teasly, the Vice Principal, before she uses the tape. Beth
introduces Brenda to her producer, Dan Deluca. Brenda agrees to go over the
video tapes with them. Her uncensored comments about her friends Donna and
Kelly are being dutifully noted by Beth. Brenda lights up a cigarette and relishes in
the flattering comments made by Beth and Dan Deluca.
B.J. Harrison, the college student, drops in to see Mrs. Teasley. She greets
him warmly. She tells Suds, who is with him, how he made Dean's List and Honor
Society when in high school.
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When Brenda stops off to see Dylan he says he can smell cigarettes on her.
He tells her he won't tolerate a smoker. She says she'll give up cigarettes if he will
agree to take the S.A.T. test.
Brandon finds it difficult to edit an article that Nikki has submitted, while she
is standing over him. He suggests they let Andrea look it over.
Brenda stops by Beth's mobile news Winnebago. She tells Beth she has to
return the videotape to David. Beth goes to get the tape from Dan Deluca and he
tells her they need more sizzle in the piece even if they have to exploit the kids.
The "Back Story" news team has sneaked on campus but were ordered to
leave. Mrs. Teasley tells Andrea to put a piece in the paper warning the students not
to have anything to do with the news documentary team.
Brandon gives Nikki a rude brush off as he is rushing to find Brenda.
Brandon finds Brenda at the Public Library studying for the S.A.T. tests. He tells her
she should have gotten permission before she started working with the "Back
Story" people. She says the news people are taking care of it and not to worry.
Steve confides in Brandon about the passkey to the school offices that he
has been offered. Brandon talks him out of getting involved in any cheating scheme.
Cindy and Jim are watching television when Brenda arrives home. A segment
of "Back Story" flashes on screen. It is quickly obvious that they are doing a
horrendous hatchet job on Brenda and her friends, twisting and distorting
everything she has said. Kelly, Donna and David are very upset with Brenda for her
part in this expose.
Dylan visits his father and gets a sermon on life. Jack tells him his trust fund
money will not last forever and then he'll have to get a job. His father advises Dylan
to go to college.
At the S.A.T. tests, all her friends ignore Brenda and are still very angry about
the "Back Story" show.
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Beth tries to find Brenda to tell her she has quit the news show and that she
can't live with their smear tactics. Brandon treats her very coolly but does tell her
Brenda and the others are taking their tests today.
Beth explains to the group that it was not Brenda's fault and that she was
exploited just like they were. She adds that she has Brenda's interview and
commentary on tape if any of them will take the time to listen.
At the Peach Pit, Brandon apologizes to Nikki for the rude way he treated her.
He gives her a kiss. In the dark parking lot Steve goes over to B.J. Harrisons's car.
B.J. hands him the school passkey. Steve has just "sold his soul to the devil."
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EPISODE #058
HIGHWIRE
Kelly is in the shower in the upstairs bathroom. David, with earphones
blasting into his ears, accidentally walks in on her as she is toweling off. Kelly is
very angry and David is embarrassed.
Brandon and Gil Meyers enter the newspaper office to find Andrea busy
going over college admission books. She tells Brandon she has a few offers of
scholarships but not from major colleges. She's hoping to get into an important
school by scholarship since she doesn't have much money. Brandon realizes
Andrea's problem of tuition money is not one the rest of the group faces.
Steve has to ask the school janitor to open his locker because it's stuck.
Kelly tells Donna about the morning incident of David bursting in on her in the
bathroom. Mrs. Teasley admonishes Kelly for missing her college counseling
session and reminds Donna of her appointment.
As Kelly passes David's broadcast booth, he glances her way and she shouts
at him to stop staring at her. Steve overhears and asks David what is the problem.
Brandon is talking to Nikki about the art of kissing. Dylan notices their
intimacy as he passes. Steve and David having shared the details of the bathroom
incident, now glance toward Kelly outside in the hall. She is angry and suspects that
Steve now knows too.
In art class, the topic is the "female form." Donna adds, sotto voce, to the list
of famous nudes that the teacher has mentioned, Kelly's name. Kelly is not amused.
Dylan meets with Mrs. Teasley to discuss his grade average. When she
stresses how important good grades are for college entrance, he answers that he's
not sure college is important.
At the Peach Pit, Kelly sits at the counter near Dylan. He comments that he
hears she's been giving David a hard time. Kelly lets out an "oh my God!" kind of
sigh. Brandon says that Brenda is home studying up for the college counseling
session. Andrea comes in and tells Brandon she's narrowed her list of choice
colleges to five, and Yale is her top choice.
Andrea awakens with a jolt from her nightmare. She was dreaming of being on
a high wire and is distracted by Dylan and falls.
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In counseling sessions with Mrs. Teasley, both Brandon and Brenda have
expressed interest in attending the same major college.
At home, Jim Walsh tells Brandon and Brenda that due to the economic
slowdown, he can only afford to send one of them to an expensive out-of-state
college. This leads to angry discussions. Jim and Cindy have to decide which of
their children will get preferential treatment.
The friction continues at school the next day and Dylan tries to cool down the
situation. Donna has her counseling session with Mrs. Teasley. She says her father
thinks she is just dumb and should forget college and just major in shopping.
David tells Steve that he is having flashbacks of seeing Kelly nude in the
shower. Brandon tells David he's a celebrity now that everyone knows. Steve says
not to worry. Guys undress girls with their eyes everyday, he adds. Andrea has
overheard this discussion and comes over to join them.
Andrea discusses her desire to attend Yale, with Gil Meyers, an alumnus of
the college. He tells her not to get her hopes up because they are very selective.
Mrs. Teasley advises Steve he will have to forget about USC, unless he improves
his grade point average during his senior year.
Brenda confronts Kelly over her melancholy attitude. Kelly says she doesn't
know if she wants to go to college or even what she wants to do with her life.
Donna gives David a ride home after Kelly refuses him. Along the way they
discuss the shower incident and David professes his innocence and gives a kiss to
Donna on the cheek. However, he says, "You smell so good, Kelly." Donna is not
pleased by this slip of the tongue.
Brenda and Dylan discuss their futures. Brenda says she hopes they will be
going to the same college. Dylan tells her he's not going to any university here or
out of state. Brenda accuses him of doing this to get even with his father. This
angers Dylan and he answers that he doesn't like anybody planning his future for
him.
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Brandon is angry when he hears Brenda has been talking to their father
privately about her choice of colleges. Brandon says that he will attend either a local
school or the University of Minnesota and use his grandmother's address, as his
residence. Upstairs, Brenda has been trying to get her father to talk to Dylan about
going to college, and not, as Brandon thought, about her own choice of expensive
schools.
Andrea has another nightmare about getting into Yale, the college of her
choice. Steve finds that the school passkey does not open the front or side doors.
He is frustrated and angry. He confronts B.J. Harrison who gave him the key. It
appears the locks have been changed.
Donna is overjoyed when the art class teacher points out her work as being
professional caliber. The teacher suggests she consider a career in art and design.
Brenda asks Kelly's opinion regarding Dylan and his lack of interest in
college. She mentions how her father feels Dylan has an interest in nothing but
motorcycles and surfing.
Brandon and Nikki discuss his fight with Brenda, about their college
selection. Nikki tells him to sign up for California University. It's a fine college and
here in town, she adds as they exchange a gentle kiss.
Brenda tells Brandon he can go to the out-of-state college. She has decided
to go to school here in the city. She says she wants to be close to where Dylan is
living. She phones Dylan to tell him of her decision. He says he doesn't feel she
should do this because of him. While he is talking, Kelly drops by to see him.
Kelly tells Dylan that her melancholy attitude of late has been because she
misses him and their being together, like last summer.
Jim and Cindy are surprised. Now that they have taken out a second
mortgage on their house, so both children can go to expensive colleges, Brenda
and Brandon have decided to go to a local college.
Andrea informs Gil Meyers she intends to try her best to be accepted to Yale,
even if he thinks she doesn't have a chance. He tells her he is glad of her decision
and will send a letter of recommendation. He just wanted to be sure she was a real
"fighter."
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Steve is caught by Hutchins, the school janitor, as he is trying to steal
passkeys. Hutchins says he'll forget the incident if Steve has some extra cash.
Steve slips him a hundred dollars. If the price is right, he tells Steve, a real passkey
could be available.
Kelly tells David she believes that he did accidentally walk in on her in the
shower, but in the future they will have to be more careful. She teases him by slowly
taking of her robe. David is puzzled until he sees underneath she is wearing a very
unsexy nightgown. She walks away with a smile.
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EPISODE #059
“HOME AND AWAY”
Montage of football scenes, cheerleaders, players on the field and the hoopla
and pageantry of the sport.
In the school paper newsroom, Andrea shows some concern that Brandon will
finish his editorial on time. Brandon sits in the corner lost in thought as he types
into the computer. He flashes back to the night West Beverly came out undefeated
after three games.
Brenda is in charge of the Dance Committee and tells Dylan the money raised
at the event goes to underprivileged children.
Donna expresses some jealous concern that Sue Scanlon may be "coming
on" to David. Kelly poo-poos the idea.
Brandon discusses the upcoming football game with some of the team, at the
Peach Pit. They all have some apprehension about the type of crowds at the game
against Shaw High.
At breakfast, Brandon agrees to drive Brenda and Donna to dance band
audition. Jim reads the newspaper and discusses the shootings at a high school
game last night, with Cindy. The shootings occurred at Shaw High.
Brandon finds the team players in lively discussion about the shootings,
when he arrives at the coaching room. Some players express reluctance to go to
Shaw High for the game.
Brenda and Donna are auditioning dance bands. Kelly arrives late, saying she
will have to pull out of the committee because her father has called and is coming to
see her. After hearing a couple of groups, Kelly thinks they ought to hire David for
the music at the dance.
At the Board of Education Hearing Room, Brandon waits for a decision about
the upcoming game. He talks to a black kid his age, named Jordan Bonner. Jordan
and Brandon have a lively discussion about who was to blame for the shootings at
Shaw. Jordan is obviously concerned the game will be cancelled and in a few
minutes the announcement is made that there will be no game at Shaw High.
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Andrea is still nudging Brandon to finish up his editorial and stops Nikki from
interrupting him.
Donna interrupts David and Steve in the D.J. booth and reprimands David for
inviting Sue Scanlon to ride to the dance with them. David assures Donna that she
is the one he loves.
Andrea continues to pace nervously, worried about the newspaper deadline.
Brandon tells her to leave and he'll finish up the paper. Brandon places a phone call
and the other person agrees to join him, but Steve shows up. He wants David's
picture on the newspaper back page.
The gang is discussing the football cancellation and debating if the dance
should be postponed too.
Brandon drives to South Central district to talk to Jordan. Brandon suggests
rescheduling the game, but in a neutral stadium. Jordan resents this suggestion
saying that not playing at Shaw would mean the violent gangs had won. He adds that
the two students killed were his friends. They decide to each write a eulogy. Jordan
for his friends and Brandon for the un-played football game, to be published in their
school papers.
Jordan's eulogy is met with stern resistance by Andrea and Gil Meyers. It is
filled with obscenities and crude reference to Coach Chapman. Jordan's article is
killed. Brandon is deeply concerned that the loss of two lives at Shaw High means
nothing to his friends whose interest is in whether their dance will be cancelled.
Jordan delivers a revised editorial to Brandon for use in the school paper.
He says the other article was his emotional anger speaking not his intellect.
Brandon invites Jordan and his friends to their dance.
Some students are upset, feeling Brandon has overstepped his rights. They
fear the administration will cancel the dance now. Andrea is upset because Brandon
did all this without discussing it with her. Gil Meyers sides with Brandon. Dylan sides
against Brenda on the whole business. David fears that if the dance is cancelled
he'll miss out on providing the music.
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Brandon talks to Mrs. Teasley. She says the issue is simply safety of the
students. Brandon is not sure of that. Donna is still concerned about the closeness
of Sue Scanlon to David. Kelly is' nervous that her father won't show up, as he
promised.
Brandon is confronted by his apprehensive parents regarding security at the
dance. Brandon receives a phone call from Jordan saying that a large number of
Shaw High students are coming to the dance.
At the Pigskin Prom everything is going well so far. Brenda and Donna greet
Jordan at the entrance, as hostesses. David tries to discourage Sue Scanlon's
attention, knowing how upset Donna is getting. He asks for Steve's help but without
success. Brandon advises Kyle, Tony Miller and other football players to stay cool
when the Shaw High students arrive.
Dylan stops off at the Peach Pit to find Kelly looking very depressed. She
tells Dylan her father didn't show up. She got a phone message from his secretary
saying he couldn't be there. The two of them compare their disappointments in life
and decide to move on. They go to the dance to join others.
Brandon intercedes at the entrance when black students are refused
admission by security guards. The crowd inside has divided into two opposite
groups and nobody's dancing, as tension mounts.
Nikki and Donna invite two black students to dance. The tense situation
eases. The students join in a group dancing now. Brandon suggests to Jordan that
they try to get a football game scheduled again.
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EPISODE #060
“PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENSE”
A birthday party is in full swing at the Peach Pit for Dylan with all the gang
present. He blows out the candies but as he starts to thank everyone, he begins to
cough. As he recovers, they kid him about contaminating the cake. The music starts
and some people begin to dance. Andrea asks Gil Meyers about her grade on her
term paper, not pleased that it was only a B+.
Sue Scanlon drops by with a rather scuzzy boyfriend. She spots Gil Meyers
and asks what she has to do to get a decent grade - take off her clothes for him. Gil
recovers quickly and introduces Sue to Andrea. Andrea leaves the two alone and Gil
tells Sue she can't get decent grades cutting class. Sue suggests she have a
one-on-one independent study project. Gil answers maybe, come by his office and
they'll discuss it.
Before entering the house, Sue does her usual quick change, removing
lipstick and dangling earrings. Her mother is waiting up. She is upset that Sue is late
and tells her she is restricted for the rest of the week. Her Uncle Ernest is coming
to visit and he'll be sleeping in Scott's old room.
Brenda is doing office service in Mrs. Teasley's office, when she spots Sue
Scanlon waiting. Donna and Brenda say "hi!” Donna asks Sue what was the problem
with David at the dance. Sue says it was nothing and David does not interest her.
Donna tries to reassure Sue that David does like her but in a casual friendship way,
not romantic love.
As the group gathers in the hallway, Steve kids Brandon about going with
them to a dance club, with Nikki. Brandon asks Brenda to join them and bring Dylan.
As they join Dylan, he is having a coughing spell. Brandon feels he should see a
doctor.
Sue Scanlon visits Gil Meyers after class. She is in tears as she tells him that
Mrs. Teasley called her mother to report her low grades. She pours out her troubles
to him. In sympathy, he extends his arm around her shoulders. She snuggles in
close to him. Suddenly, Sue pulls away and dashes down the hall past Andrea.
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At the Kingston Twelve Dance Club, the group has arrived. Steve, Kelly,
Donna, Nikki, David and Brandon are there. Brandon is hesitant to dance yet, so
Nikki accepts a request to dance from another fellow and then Steve asks her.
Brandon gets angry and leaves.
Next day, Steve explains to Brandon, that they were just trying to get him to
dance. Steve feels Brandon owes Nikki an apology. Dylan talks to Brandon about his
interest in a group that wants to clean up the bay waters. They go to vote on the
measure but Dylan wasn't a registered voter. Nikki gives dance lessons to Brandon
at her house.
Sue invites Andrea to her home for dinner and to meet her family. Uncle
Ernest, over Sue's protests, challenges her to tell the truth. Sue bursts into tears
and confesses she tried to seduce Gil Meyers.
At school, the charges are dropped and Gil has been reinstated, but Mrs.
Scanlon is keeping Sue in seclusion. The girls feel someone needs to talk to Sue.
Because of his connection with the family, David and Donna are designated. They
are greeted by a cheerful Sue Scanlon, much to their surprise. Mrs. Scanlon seems
delighted to see them too. She tells them the whole family is moving to Oklahoma.
She feels that it is best for Sue not to go back to West Beverly.
Donna and David are invited to stay for a backyard barbecue. Still a bit baffled
by the sudden change of attitude, David and Donna make their way to the backyard
where Uncle Ernest is cooking up hamburgers and engaging in playful games with
Sue's younger sister. Donna tells Sue they have to leave but if she wants someone
to talk to, she will be available. Sue is concerned about what the students at school
are saying. Suddenly Sue says what really happened was that he grabbed her and
put his hands on her and she tried to pull away. Donna is horrified saying why did
she drop the charges. Sue bursts into tears saying it wasn't Meyers, it was her
Uncle Ernest who molested her. Backed by Donna, Sue tells her mother the whole
sordid story.
Brandon has gained new confidence in his dancing abilities and announces
he and Nikki are off to check out a new dance club.
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EPISODE #061
DESTINY RIDES AGAIN
Donna, Kelly, Brenda and David are checking out the latest video movies.
Donna notices David has disappeared. She finds him in the X-rated section. As they
are walking away from that section, Donna sees the priest from her church, Father
Chris. Donna is embarrassed but recovers her composure and promises to drop by
for a chat with Father Chris. In another part of the store, Donna sees another familiar
face. It is the boy Brenda had her fling with in Paris. Brenda is in a panic about what
to do. She had told him she was French. Realizing escape is hopeless, Brenda goes
over to Rick using her French accent and pretending to be visiting her aunt and
uncle here in Los Angeles. Rick is delighted to see her. He has transferred to UCLA
from the University of Minnesota.
Later, Brenda tells the girls she has agreed to go out with Rick just once,
then she'll tell him she has to return to Paris. Kelly doesn't think this ruse will work
but she wonders if it might be the answer to her desire to get together with Dylan.
Brenda surprises the family when she talks on the phone with Rick, using her
French accent.
Kelly decides to paint the walls in her bedroom black. Her mother comments
that no "happy teenager" paints her walls black. Kelly answers she always seems to
fall in love with the wrong guys.
David is at Donna's house, and the' action is getting pretty steamy. David is
ready to go all the way but Donna is not, and pushes him away.
At school, the group discusses their S.A.T. test scores. Steve admits he failed
and realizes he probably won't be able to attend USC. Dylan's score was very high
but the authorities are questioning it because he took the test in another district. He
refuses to talk with the board or explain that he was visiting his father in prison,
near that school.
Steve has a plan to attempt to alter his grade average in the school
computer. He coerces his "freshman buddy," Herbert to use his computer skills to
help him. Steve convinces the reluctant Herbert to break into the school's master
computer files. While walking home from school, Andrea is struck by a speeding car
at an intersection.
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In a second session of heavy petting, Donna's virtue is saved by a phone call
from Kelly, telling her about Andrea's accident. In Andrea's hospital room, Brandon
has come to visit and is depressed to see she has broken both her legs. Nikki has
gotten free tickets to an AIDS benefit telethon. Brandon invites Donna and David to
join them for the show.
Steve, posing as a telephone company repairman, obtains the password for
the school computer.
Dylan drops by to see Brenda while she is using her French accent in a
phone conversation with Rick. He does not hear, however. He wants to talk to Jim
Walsh about the board's challenge of his S.A.T. score. They think he hired someone
to sit in for him and take the test. Jim suggests that Dylan agree to take the test
again but he refuses saying it is a matter of principle.
Brandon, Nikki, Donna and David drop in to see Andrea and sign her leg
casts, before going on to the telethon benefit.
At the show the mistress of ceremonies conducts informal interviews with the
audience regarding their sexual habits. She talks to Brandon, Nikki and then to
David and Donna.
Brenda and Dylan are discussing his refusal to take the S.A.T. test a second
time. Dylan doesn't want to talk about it anymore. He says he is tired. Brenda
reminds him that she told him about meeting a guy in Paris and how they've always
been honest with each other. Dylan says he hasn't been completely honest with her.
He did date while she was in France. He won't say who she was, and Brenda is
somewhat aggravated.
David persuades Donna to let him stay the night at her house. He promises
they will just lie on the bed side by side. "Only if you promise to go right to sleep"
answers Donna. Donna has nightmares about her struggle with celibacy.
Rick comes to pick up Brenda for their date. Brenda tells her mother she has
to pretend to be her aunt. Rick tells Brenda he wants to show her Los Angeles and
particularly a restaurant called "Peach Pit." Her heart sinks, but she still hopes to
pull off the ruse. Brandon and Nat almost blow it and finally Brenda confesses she is
an American who lives in Beverly Hills.
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On Saturday afternoon, Steve and Herbert, use the passkey to enter the
computer room, to check things out. Donna visits her priest, Father Chris regarding
her struggle to remain celibate. Rick still wants to date Brenda. She is now faced
with making a choice between Rick and Dylan. She asks Brandon's advice but
doesn't get much help.
Brenda goes to see Dylan. He is typing an angry letter to the board regarding
the S.A.T. situation. They get in an argument about the letter and Dylan's attitude.
Brenda says she feels they should give this relationship a rest, for a while. They part
as friends but no longer committed to each other.
David is surprised that Donna has had a discussion about their relationship
with Father Chris. Brandon visits Andrea in the hospital. She tells him she'll have to
use a wheel chair for a month.
Later in the school computer room, Steve and Herbert enter the stolen
password and then access the student grade files. As they are changing Steve's
grades, something goes wrong and the computer shuts down. They panic and rush
out.
As Kelly is adding the finishing touches to her paint job on the walls, the
phone rings. Brenda is calling to tell her she has broken up with Dylan. As they are
talking, Dylan walks in. Kelly tells Brenda she'll call her later. Dylan tells Kelly he
wants to start seeing her again.
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EPISODE #062
“REBEL WITH A CAUSE”
Donna and Brenda discuss Brenda's new steady dating with Rick, only two
days after her break up with Dylan. Everyone in school is talking about the
attempted computer break-in, but no one except Steve's 'buddy," Herbert, knows he
was involved. Steve is nervous that Herbert may crack under the pressure.
Dylan tells Brandon that Mrs. Teasley wrote a great letter for him regarding
the S.A.T. tests. Brandon comments on the Dylan/Brenda breakup and watches as
Dylan joins Kelly in the school corridor. Kelly is tense about seeing Dylan in public
but he reassures her his relationship with Brenda is finished.
Andrea is back in school, but still confined to her wheel chair. She's excited
about a major story for the school paper on the computer break-in. Steve tries to
ferret out of Andrea what she might know about the computer break-in. She tells him
the police are in on the case now.
Brenda and Dylan are lab partners in class but manage to remain civil to each
other. Brenda and Donna talk to Kelly. Brenda mentions her upcoming date with
Rick. Kelly can't bring herself to confess about her close relationship with Dylan.
Hutchins, the school janitor, levels a veiled threat at Steve about the computer files
break-in and Steve offers him another hundred dollars to keep quiet about it.
Jim Walsh has a new temporary secretary who proves to be highly efficient.
Rick arrives to pick up Brenda and ends up discussing business economics with
Jim. Rick tells Jim he has read his book on "tax shelters." Jim is, of course, very
impressed with Brenda's new boyfriend.
Dylan and Kelly have a date at the planetarium/ observatory. During the
lecture they kiss and later slip outside. Rick and Brenda are at the Peach Pit. Rick
refers to the restaurant as "their place" but Brenda has too many memories of other
nights here, with Dylan. Donna and David come in and join them. It is a bit of an
awkward moment.
Kelly and Dylan are enjoying the starlit skies from the observatory. Kelly says
it's terrible that all people remember about a person seems to be the times they
goofed up, not the times they did things right. Steve wheels Andrea into the Pit, in
her wheel chair. Nat tells Andrea tonight's snack is on the house.
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Andrea mentions a two hundred and fifty-dollar reward has been offered for
information on the break-in at school. Herbert comes by to see Steve, but Steve
tells him they'll have to talk later.
Kelly and Dylan have dinner together at an upscale restaurant and continue
their intimate attentions to each other. Dylan suggests to Kelly that they spend the
night together. As they are leaving they bump into Brenda and Rick. Brenda is
shocked and angry to see them on a date together. The girls exchange bitter
remarks.
Jim Walsh's new secretary stops by the house to deliver some typing to him.
Cindy discovers that Dottie is not only very efficient and conscientious but also
outstandingly beautiful. Cindy displays a bit of jealously.
Rick and Brenda return home. She is still upset about seeing Kelly with
Dylan. He tells her it was time to move on in her life. He promises to make her forget
Dylan.
Dylan and Kelly discuss their new relationship. She wonders if, since Brenda
broke off the affair with Dylan, is she just getting Dylan on the rebound. She is
confused and saddened. Steve continues to be nice to Andrea. He has driven her to
school and been very attentive.
Herbert tells Steve that the authorities are going to question all the computer
class students. Steve tells him to stay cool. Andrea tells Brandon about the so called
"legacy key," a master key that can open any door in the school building. Mrs.
Teasley tells Dylan, the board has rejected his appeal, regarding the high S.A.T.
score. Dylan is very upset.
Kelly and Brenda meet in the hallway. It is a very cool greeting and
conversation regarding Rick and Dylan. Brandon tells Steve, Andrea knows about
the school "pass key" and evidence is mounting that it was used by a student with a
poor grade average. Steve scoffs at the idea.
Kelly has a discussion with David, about her romantic entanglement with
Dylan. Later, she telephones Dylan, but he doesn't pickup. She leaves a recorded
message for him to please call her.
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Brenda is visibly upset at home. Cindy quizzes her and reminds her that Rick
is invited to dinner tonight. Jim Walsh calls to say he'll be late. He is detained at the
office. At the office, Jim tells Dottie he wants to hire her as his full time secretary.
Dinner is over and Rick continues to impress Jim with an intelligent
discussion of tax laws and shelters. Brenda however, is rather bored. Rick mentions
that he has an electronic Hatami keyboard the same as Jim has. Off they go to play a
few tunes, much to Brenda's dismay.
Hutchins, the janitor meets with Steve and tells him that one hundred dollars
won't cover the cost of keeping him quiet about the break-in. He wants more.
Brenda tells Rick she is not sure they are right for each other. Rick argues the point
but Brenda wants to stop seeing him. Dylan tells Brandon he's dropping out of
school. Brandon tries to talk him out of it, but to no avail. Dylan's mind is made up.
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EPISODE #063
“WILD HORSES”
On a deserted highway, Dylan's Porsche has a breakdown. A young attractive
woman named Anne Bereford rides up on horseback. She jokingly asks if the car is
his or stolen. Dylan smiles asking if there is a telephone nearby. Anne invites him to
the ranch where she lives and raises horses.
Steve is still pumping Andrea for information about what the police have
found out regarding the computer break-in. Andrea says the school locks have all
been changed now. Brenda comments to Donna that no one seems to have heard
from Dylan since he left school.
Steve, feeling more confident now, tells Herbert they have nothing to worry
about now. Brandon makes a half-hearted attempt at apologizing to Steve, for
suspecting him of the break-in. Nikki joins Brandon and tells David they will all be at
his music talent showcase tonight.
Anne invites Dylan to stay the night so he can get his car repair part
tomorrow. At the talent showcase, David gets up to sing a rap song but the mike
causes a screeching feedback. His performance is a disaster.
Dylan finds out Anne is unmarried and inherited the huge house and ranch.
She is more than casually interested in him as well.
David returns to the table where the group is sitting. He blames Steve for
putting him on first before the mike was tested. The group tries to console David,
but he knows they are lying. His song was very bad. Next up is a music group. Nikki
recognizes the drummer. It's Diesel, her old boyfriend. Diesel tells Nikki he'd tried
to find her. Nikki is flattered by this attention, but Brandon is beginning to burn.
Nikki wants to join the group at a party but Brandon says no. He walks out in disgust.
Dylan is up early but finds Anne has already been out riding. Lowell, the
trainer, tells Dylan the horse is a competitor in the circuit. Anne notices Dylan knows
quite a bit about horses. He says he was around horses a lot when he was a kid.
Anne offers to let him ride the show horse.
Brenda reprimands Brandon for walking out on Nikki. She feels he should
have accepted the invitation to go with Nikki to the party. She tells Brandon to call
up Nikki and apologize. When he telephones he finds out Nikki stayed out all night
with Diesel.
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David is still angry with Steve. Steve feels he is over reacting. Hutchins, the
janitor, tells Steve he needs to talk to him right away. Hutchins tells Steve the police
suspect him, so he's going to tell them Steve is the guilty one. He has to protect his
retirement pension.
Nikki and Brandon have an argument in the hallway about her relationship
with Diesel. Brandon says he doesn't want to be on a "time share plan."
Anne tells Dylan her rich parents were very demanding of her and she
rebelled. She ran away and married a rodeo cowboy but they bought him off too.
Anne asks Dylan to stay with her on the horse ranch, but he's not sure he wants
another commitment.
Diesel drops by school and tells Nikki he wants her to come back with him.
Nikki says she has a history test next period. Diesel insists she join him. Brandon
overhears and speaks up asking Nikki if everything's all right. Diesel takes offense.
Nikki asks Brandon to please leave. She can handle the situation, she says.
Anne tells Dylan they have guests for dinner and that she's laid out a clean
shirt for him. Brandon joins Brenda in the school hallway. He says so far their senior
year has been a disaster, both have been scorned by their love interests.
Steve asks Herbert to take the "fall" for him and confess to the break-in.
Steve says, as a senior, the situation is much more serious for him but as a
freshman, Herbert has time to make it all up. Herbert, however, doesn't go along
with Steve's suggestion.
At dinner, Anne accepts an offer from her guests to buy the prize show horse.
Dylan is disappointed that she would sell something she claimed to love. He is
reminded that everything seems to have a price tag. Donna finally loses her cool
with Brenda and Kelly and tells them both off.
Brandon finds out from Nikki's aunt that Diesel has a reputation of beating up
on women.
In a motel room, Nikki finds Diesel has already tired of her company and
picked up a new girl. He tells Nikki she is too possessive. Diesel grabs at her arm
and is about to hit her when Brandon arrives at the door. Diesel and Brandon argue
and a fight ensues. Brandon decks him and he and Nikki leave.
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At the Walsh house, Nikki tells Brandon the reason she left San Francisco
was because of Diesel. Brandon finds it difficult to see what she ever saw in the
guy.
Kelly arrives at the Walsh house. She asks if Brenda will see her. Cindy tells
her to go upstairs and find out. When Kelly walks into Brenda's bedroom, she's on
the phone leaving a message for Kelly. They both start apologizing at the same time
and end up laughing together over their silly misunderstandings.
Dylan tells Anne it's time for him! to move on. He's not ready to settle down
here. There are things back in Los Angeles he misses.
Steve is called into Mrs. Teasley's office. He confesses to the computer
break-in, but he refuses to include anyone else in the crime. Mrs. Teasley places
him on suspension.
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EPISODE #064
“KINDNESS OF STRANGERS”
It is the day before Thanksgiving and it is a very rainy morning. The roof is
leaking at the Walsh home much to the consternation of Cindy.
At school, Andrea has graduated to crutches and stops to tell Brandon that
her grandmother has gone to Miami to visit relatives. Brandon insists she join them
for a six PM Thanksgiving dinner.
Donna invites Kelly to join her for skiing but Kelly says she'd rather skip it
this time. Brenda invites Kelly to join them for dinner. The question comes up as to
where Dylan is spending Thanksgiving. Both girls deny any knowledge of his plans.
Dylan arrives at the prison where his father is held. He signs papers so his
father, Jack, can be on a Thanksgiving furlough with him.
At the Peach Pit, Brandon finds Steve in a very depressed mood. Steve
hasn't been able to tell his mother yet, that he's been kicked out of school. Brandon
declines to help Steve break the news to his mother.
Before Steve can tell his mother, she reminds him that a limousine is picking
them up in an hour to go to the taping of the television special in Santa Barbara. If
features stars and their families.
Dylan and his father arrive at this Bungalow. Jack wants a drink right away
and then says he's got to call a girl he knows. Dylan realizes his father hasn't
changed at all. He tells Jack the only reason he agreed to this, was because the
Parole Officer thought it would be good for him to spend time with his son.
Brandon invites Nat to come for Thanksgiving dinner but he declines, saying
he always keeps the diner open for those people who have nowhere to go for the
holiday. In the parking lot, Brandon sees a homeless man poling around in the
trashcans. He calls him over and offers him some money to find a place to sleep out
of the rain. Suddenly, Brandon recognizes the man. It is Jack Canner, from the
beach last summer. Brandon insists they go inside and have Nat whip up some food.
They sit in a booth and Brandon tells him he works part time at the Pit. Brandon tells
Jack he's taking him to a Shelter for the Homeless nearby. While standing in line
Jack changes his mind saying the shelter is for the "hopeless" not just "homeless."
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Brandon takes Jack Canner home with him, as his guest. Steve and his
mother, Samantha, arrive at a large mansion in Santa Barbara. The attractive, young
production assistant catches Steve's eye immediately but Samantha, the daytime
soap star, is less than pleased with the facilities and the service.
At home, Brandon shows Jack Canner where to shower up, Brenda, however,
is not too pleased to have this stranger in her bathroom. Cindy approves of
Brandon's hospitality but Jim reminds her that she was the one who wanted to call
the police last Christmas when Brenda brought home a suspicious Santa Claus.
When Canner comes downstairs all cleaned up, Jim insists he sleep on the
living room couch, not in the garage as Brandon suggests. It's Thanksgiving
morning and Dylan is still angry with his father but gives in to Jack's request to call
his girlfriend, Christine.
Kelly, Andrea and Brenda are helping with dinner preparations while the guys
watch football on television. The doorbell rings. It's Donna and David. The roads
were closed due to heavy snow in the mountains. Canner has found Jim's atlas
interesting and Andrea joins him. Canner remembers she was camp counselor at the
beach. He shows her places on the map that he visited. Others show interest as
Canner talks about Kuwait. Canner asks Jim if he was in the armed forces but Jim
avoids the question and heads for the kitchen to help Cindy. In the kitchen Jim is
still upset about the question and reminds Cindy that Canner didn't show up for the
job Brandon arranged for Kim, last summer.
At the mansion, Steve is getting better acquainted with Alyssa, the production
assistant. Steve tells her about being expelled from school. At Dylan's, his father
has called his girlfriend, Christine, and she shows up at the house carrying the
makings for a Thanksgiving dinner that she picked up at the Peach Pit.
At the Walsh house cable TV has gone off. There's nothing to do now, but talk
to each other. A comment by Donna about being lost without her credit cards brings
out an angry remark by Canner about homeless people. This leads to an argument
with Jim Walsh and suddenly Canner gets to his feet and is about to leave in'
disgust.
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Everybody reacts to a loud crashing sound from the kitchen. The roof leak
has caused the plaster to fall. Canner asks if there is any plastic drop cloth around.
Using a ladder he climbs to the roof and spreads out the plastic as a temporary roof.
Brandon helps secure the cover over the tiles. Inside Cindy and Brenda clean up
the plaster mess. Brenda comments it was good that Canner was there to patch the
roof.
At Dylan's, Christine has set the table with the turkey dinners she bought at
the Peach Pit. As they began to eat, Christine tries to win Dylan over by asking about
school. This leads to an argument between Dylan and his father. Christine tells
Dylan to stop sulking and try to develop a father-son relationship with Jack.
At the Santa Barbara film location, Samantha and Steve are doing the scene
for the camera. While Steve follows the cue cards, saying to Samantha how much he
is thankful for her love and understanding, he adds that he has been expelled from
school. The director shouts, "Cut!" and Samantha asks Steve to join her in another
room for a private conversation. She says she's going to fight the school board
about the expulsion.
Jim apologizes to Canner and thanks him for helping repair the roof. He stays
for dinner. After calming down a bit, Dylan, Jack and Christine are playing a game of
monopoly. At the mansion, Steve has an intimate get together with Alyssa.
Samantha, with Steven, visits Mrs. Teasley's office. Samantha tells her that
she knows Steve is not a good student and he doesn't take his schoolwork
seriously. But, she adds, to throw him out of class is a reward, not a punishment.
Mrs. Teasley suggests Steve be punished by double detention. He must arrive an
hour early and stay an hour after school, studying.
In the school corridor, as they chat about store sales on clothes, Brenda and
Kelly look up to see Dylan walk past. He doesn't stop, but gives them a cheerful
"Good morning" and continues on down the hall leaving Brenda and Kelly in
stunned silence.
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EPISODE #065
“THE GAME IS CHICKEN”
Steve is rushing to his early morning detention class. He barely makes it on
time and the teacher warns him about his lateness. A student taunts Steve with
remarks about his mother's television show. The student, named Joe, has put a
gooey chocolate brownie in Steve's chair, but Steve dares not cause a ruckus and
tries to control his temper.
Andrea tells Brandon she's been attending hypnotherapy sessions in order to
recall the identity of the driver of the car that hit her. She only has a fleeting
remembrance of the accident but hopes to get the "hit and run" driver arrested. She
can only recall a silvery star emblem of some sort.
Because of David doubling on courses, he can't spend as much time in his
D.J. booth playing music. Donna volunteers to help out. Dylan complains to Brandon
of his frustration, now that Brenda and Kelly are forcing him to make a choice
between the two of them. Dylan's tells Steve that his arch nemeses, Joe, is a
longtime "detention inmate."
Brenda and Kelly are bemoaning their standoff with Dylan. Cindy suggests
they bring things to a head by making Dylan jealous. She tells them a friend of hers
has a son who goes to Princeton and he has a friend visiting. They would be a great
double date for Brenda and Kelly. The girls are excited about dating two college
boys.
At school, Donna begins her new job as D.J. rather nervously, but soon
begins to loosen up and receives praise from all her friends. Steve finds himself the
butt of another practical job when his Corvette is stuffed with half a dozen live
chickens. Joe appears on the scene telling Steve it was only a joke. He shows Steve
his own suped-up hot rod car and Steve is very intrigued. Joe offers to show him
how fast the car will race on the straight away from a dead stop.
Brandon goes with Steve to see Joe's car drag race with another supped-up
car. Joe says he's sure he can beat the other car. He asks Steve to lend him one
hundred dollars. When he wins the race he'll pay Steve back double his money.
Brandon gets caught up in the wager too, not realizing they are being set up in a
con game. Of course, Joe's car easily out-distances the other car. Steve and
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Brandon are hooked on this apparently easy way to make money and are
anxious about the next race.
At the Peach Pit, Dylan warns Steve and Brandon that Joe and his friends are
scammers and they had better watch out. Andrea overhears and is surprised that
Brandon would be involved with drag racing on the streets, after she was almost
killed by a drag stripper.
At school, Joe tells Steve about the next car race with faster cars and bigger
bets. Steve is hesitant to get involved in putting up any money, after what Dylan told
him, but he is tempted.
Donna is getting a bit carried away with the D.J. job and David is getting
worried. Joe talks to Brandon about the upcoming drag race. Brandon doesn't have
any money to be a 'backer," but he promises to talk to Steve.
Brenda and Kelly, still peeved at Dylan's lack of decision, decide to double
date the fellows from Princeton, to make him jealous. Brandon tells Steve he can
scrap together one hundred if Steve will come up with the rest of the fifteen
hundred dollars. Dylan warns them again. When Dylan hears the other driver is
Frank Padilla, a drug dealer, he says they have got to be crazy to be mixed up in this.
Kelly and Brenda are anxiously awaiting the arrival of their blind dates from
Princeton. The front door opens to reveal two extremely nerdy guys. They attend
Princeton School in the Valley, not the Ivy League College. Too late to back out now,
Brenda and Kelly are stuck with their blind dates.
The drag race is about to start and Brandon and Steve have met Frank
Padilla. He is very intimidating. Kelly and Brenda find their blind dates are right out
of their worst nightmares. Wayne and Adam are totally involved in video games as
the girls stand idly watching, wondering why they got all dressed up for this evening
on the town.
Brandon and Steve took over the competition car, a silver Chevy. Suddenly,
Brandon notices an ornament hanging from the rear view mirror, a cluster of
glitter-coated stars. He remembers Andrea saying something about star ornaments
on the car that smashed into her in the crosswalk. Brandon goes to notify the police
and get Andrea to do an ID on the car. Steve tries to stall the start of the race.
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As a last minute stall, Steve demands that he drive Joe's car in the race,
since he's backing it with his money. Joe doesn't like this idea. It upsets his plans
and Padilla's getting very impatient.
The blind date with the two nerds goes on at the fun arcade with Kelly and
Brenda trying to make the best of it.
When Frank Padilla continues to make disparaging remarks about Steve's
mother they almost come to blows. Frank challenges Steve to a "game of chicken"
with both cars racing toward each other. The first car to swerve is the loser, he says.
Steve agrees, as he climbs into his Corvette and jerks his car into gear.
Kelly and Brenda are wishing they'd never decided to do this blind date stunt
to make Dylan jealous. Suppose he turns them both down, they speculate.
At the drag strip, Dylan arrives in his Porsche. The two racers are speeding
toward each other. Dylan guns his Porsche and cuts across in front of the two racing
cars. At the last minute Padilla swerves and skids to a stop avoiding a collision.
Police cars arrive along with Brandon and Andrea. Andrea identifies the
silver Chevy with the star ornaments. The police arrest Frank Padilla as the hit and
run driver that caused Andrea's injuries.
The group gathers at the Peach Pit as Kelly and Brenda arrives with their
nerd dates. The girls bravely face the gang and introduce their dates from
"Princeton."
At school, David decides it would be good to have Donna join him as a D.J.
host on the daily broadcast.
Kelly and Brenda stick a two-shot photograph of themselves, taken at the fun
arcade, on the door of Dylan's locker. This is to remind him he still must make a
choice between the two of them.
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EPISODE #066
“IT’S A TOTALLY HAPPENING LIFE”
Against a starry night sky, we hear two voices of "would-be angels"
discussing a challenge, they face.
At West Beverly High the Madrigal Singers are serenading as David video
tapes the group. Down the hall, Kelly, Dylan and Brenda are wrapping toys for
underprivileged children. The two angels observe all these activities and comment
in "Voice-Over." David continues to tape interviews. Now Brandon and Andrea do a
version of "The Night Before Christmas."
Steve is asked to be Santa for the Alvarado Street kids but says he's barred
from all school activities. The group picks Dylan to play Santa. In the school
newspaper Press Room, Andrea hears from her grandmother that a very thin letter
has come for her, from Yale University, she is depressed. It can only be a rejection
notice. Andrea and Brandon go to her house to check the letter. With trembling
hands she opens the letter and finds she has been accepted at Yale. She's
overjoyed, but Brandon is a little saddened to know that she wouldn’t be attending a
local college. The second letter to Andrea is from her boyfriend, Jay. He is breaking
off their relationship.
At home, Brandon, Brenda and their parents discuss Jay's letter to Andrea.
Dylan and Kelly drop by to help trim the Christmas tree. The two angels comment on
the wonderful family the Walshs have and discuss the Brenda, Dylan, Kelly
relationship.
Gil Meyers, who lost the bet with Andrea about her acceptance at Yale,
agrees to shave off his beard. David is feeling a little sad. He tells Donna in a few
months all his friends will be leaving for college and he'll be left behind for another
year of school.
Andrea is beginning to feel depressed about the break up with Jay. She
asked Brandon to join her for a movie but he has plans with Nikki, he says. Nikki tells Brandon, her folks want her to move back to San Francisco. She's
leaving in a few days. He's stunned that she wants to leave. Brenda joins Brandon
to tell him she's had a failing out with Dylan and Kelly.
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Their agreement to keep the relationship between the three of them strictly
platonic has not worked. Brenda has shared a good night kiss with Dylan that was
more than platonic. She feels guilty now.
David is even more depressed when he learns his mother is moving to
Oregon. Brenda, Donna, Dylan and Kelly try to console him. Dylan is still reluctant to
play Santa Claus at the Alvarado Street School for the kids.
At Dylan's house, Kelly is trying to convince him to play Santa. She says she
promised to persuade him, whatever it takes. Dylan seizes this offer and they are in
full passionate embrace in a few moments. Brenda arrives and before knocking,
sees them through the window. She is stunned that they have deceived her but
delivers the Santa Claus outfit to Dylan. The girls exchange a few choice words
while Dylan tries to rise above it all.
The two angels monitor the whole scene in "Voice-Over" dialogue.
Brenda tells Donna about the new disagreement with Kelly and Dylan and that
she wants to drop out of participation in the Alvarado Street School festivities.
Donna talks to Dylan, but he finds the whole idea of a "one day party" hypocritical
and shortsighted. Kelly also excuses herself from the joining the group. David gets
cold feet on the project because it is not a junior class one. Donna becomes even
more desperate when Andrea and Brandon cancel out. In final desperation, Donna
goes to Mrs. Teasley. She orders them all to get on the bus immediately and attend
the function.
On the bus, the "angels" discuss the silly misunderstandings between our
group, which was blown out of proportion. The "angels" know that danger lies ahead
as the bus heads for the party for underprivileged children. It is on a collision
course with a pick up truck.
At the Alvarado Street School, Steve has violated his school detention and
arrived for the kid’s party. Meyers sees him and asks why the bus is late. The
"angels" are monitoring the bus and trying to determine how to prevent the
collision. On the bus, the group, along with the High School singers are unaware of
the pending doom. Our gang is still grumpy and lacking any evidence of Christmas
Spirit. Finally, Donna loses patience with the lot of them and tells them off. Slowly,
their icy attitudes began to thaw.
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At the last minute the "angels" pull off a miracle that causes the bus and truck
to avoid a collision. The group arrives safely with the presents for the kids. Steve
dresses up as Santa Claus and distributes gifts.
Brenda tells Dylan he'll have to decide by New Year's which girl he's going to
spend time with next year. Donna is delighted the party has been a big success.
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EPISODE #067
“MIDLIFE-NOW WHAT?”
At school, Steve is trying to interest some of the guys in a party being given
on the weekend, but they all have other plans.
The girls are excited about their weekend trip to an exclusive health spa,
with their mothers. Donna says her mother doesn't want to go, so she invites Andrea
to join them. It is a free promotional weekend, all expenses paid visit. Andrea is
reluctant at first, but rationalizes she could write an article on the visit, for the
school paper.
At the Walsh house, Cindy has made up special dinners for Jim and Brandon.
Jim says he'll be at the office most of the time doing a special audit for a client.
Cindy is a bit uneasy about the fact that his very attractive secretary, Dottie, will be
working with him.
At the Peach Pit, Brandon places a seventy-five dollar bet on a Knicks game,
with bookie, Duke Weatherill. Steve is still trying to interest the guys in the Pacific
Palisades party, without success.
Arriving at the health spa, the girls are impressed with the posh
surroundings, until Kelly recognizes one of the staff as having been her mother's
cocaine connection. Kelly tells Brenda who Babette is and why she is upset.
At home, Brandon kids his father about rushing off to the office and skipping
meals that Cindy had prepared. Cindy'telephones but just misses Jim. She is not
sure she can trust Dottie, the sexy secretary, with Jim for the whole weekend. Cindy
kicks up a paperback copy of a book called, "Midlife--Now What?" Jackie reassures
her Jim can be trusted.
At the office, Dottie comments that Jim is a genius to be able to solve
complex math problems in his head.
At the spa, the girls are enjoying the facilities, including exercise equipment
and mud baths. Kelly is not too happy when a masseuse tells her "they'll take care of
her problem areas."
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At the Peach Pit, Duke, the bookie, comes by to pay off Brandon on his bet.
Brandon tells him to roll it over on another bet. Brandon talks to Dylan over
breakfast about his very depressed mood. Dylan still can't decide which girl he likes
best.
During the messages, Gina mentions that a friend of hers dated a married
man in Beverly Hills until her friend Sheila won him away from her. She adds that it
was strange for two good friends to fight over a man. Kelly and Brenda exchange a
quick glance. Dylan tells Nat about his indecision over which girl he likes best. Nat
tells him that at least he's not already married. Dylan fantasizes about what married
life would be like with Brenda and a house full of kids.
Cindy and Jackie discuss some of the statistics on marital infidelity. Cindy
feels uneasy and telephones Jim Walsh but Dottie answers saying he is in a
meeting.
Later, Dottie takes in some lunch to Jim and Dr. Kramer. Kramer comments
that Dottie must be rather distracting. Jim admits she is very sexy and asks Dr.
Kramer's advice. Kramer hands Jim a copy of his book, "Midlife-Now What?"
Babette visits Cindy and Jackie in their hotel suite. She laughs about the wild
times she and Jackie used to have and how they used cocaine. Jackie says she
doesn't use the drug anymore, now that she has a loving husband and new baby.
While getting a facial, Brenda overhears Gina telling a guest that the Beverly
Hills man her girlfriend dates is a man named Mel Silver, a dental surgeon. Brenda
is stunned and troubled that Kelly's mother will find out about her husband's
infidelity. The boys are moping around, with their girlfriends out of town. Dylan asks
David how things are going at home with baby Erin.
David says he's doing the baby-sitting because his father was at his weekly
poker game. His dad deserves some relaxation because he, works very hard to
provide the luxuries that Jackie and Kelly enjoy, he adds. Dylan fantasizes about
what it would be like to be married to Kelly. Is she just a spoiled, materialistic girl?
He ponders the idea as he jolts back to reality.
Brenda tells Kelly about hearing from the masseuse that Mel Silver is being
unfaithful to her mother, Jackie. Kelly telephones David to ask if he was home last
night. David says his father did not sleep at home the last two nights.
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Kelly feels she must tell her mother but fears the news might trigger a return
to drugs and alcohol for Jackie. Kelly hopes her mother is strong willed enough to
resist the temptation.
Jackie confesses the news of Mel's infidelity to Babette.
Babette's
suggestion is that Jackie needs a "little pick-me-up snort of cocaine." Later Jackie
tells Kelly she resisted Babette's cocaine offer, because she now has a young baby
who needs her.
At the office, Dottie tells Jim she has to talk to him about something very
important, Jim think she is going to confess that she is in love with him, instead she
says she must resign her job because she is getting married and moving out of
state.
Cindy gets a phone call from Jim telling her about Dottie. Much relieved
Cindy now finds herself offering sympathy to Jackie over her husband's infidelity.
While watching a televised basketball game he has bet on, a news report
comes on saying that Dylan's father, Jack McKay has been released from prison.
Dylan and Brandon are stunned by the surprise announcement.
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EPISODE #068
“BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE”
Dylan's father has been unexpectedly released on parole from prison. Dylan
is pleased but puzzled as to how this was accomplished. They are riding home in a
limousine. Jack calls his girlfriend, Christine to have her contact some of his
business acquaintances. He wonders which ones are still speaking to him. At the
hotel they are greeted by a barrage of reporters who have a lot of questions about
who is going to pay back the investors who lost money on Jack's scams. Jack tells
them to call his lawyers and that he just plans to spend some time with his son,
Dylan.
Jackie and Mel are having a heated argument about Mel's infidelity. David
and Kelly can hear the confrontations upstairs and sit staring, at each other. David
apologizes for his father's behavior but Kelly says it is not his fault. She admits she
liked Mel but can't believe he would do this to Jackie. David wonders where he'll be
living if Mel and Jackie get a divorce.
Dylan calls from the hotel to invite Kelly and David to a party, celebrating his
father's release. David declines saying he is going to Donna's to study.
The Walshs are watching the news on television of Jack McKay's release. Jim
has some caustic remarks about this swindler serving only two years of a ten-year
sentence. When Brenda gets a call from Dylan regarding the party, Jim tells Brenda
he does not want her to be around Jack McKay. Reluctantly she obeys her father.
At the Peach Pit, Steve tells Brandon he is not going to the party. He's got
tickets for a basketball game. Andrea asks Steve's opinion about woman's hair color.
She wonders if she should change her hair color to blond.
At the party, only Kelly shows up. Dylan covers up his hurt feelings. She
meets Jack McKay and others. Kelly tells Dylan about the problems her mother and
Mel are having at home. Dylan asks her to stay the night with him but she says she
cannot, They go swimming in the hotel pool.
Brenda wants to talk to Brandon about Kelly going to Dylan's party but her
brother is too busy watching a basketball game on which he has placed a sizable
bet. In the pool, Kelly and Dylan kiss but Kelly pulls away. She wonders if Dylan
would be coming on to her if Brenda were at the party. Kelly feels she and Dylan
must tell Brenda everything, even about their relationship last summer.
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Andrea has a new attitude toward life since her visit to the health spa. Donna
is helping her pick out a highlight hair streaking color. They agree there is no sin in
being attractive.
Over breakfast, Jack McKay tells Dylan he had a little money stashed away
but it will soon run out. Jack mentions that Dylan's trust fund could earn him a lot
more money if invested properly.
Jim Walsh gets a phone call from Jack McKay to discuss Dylan's trust fund.
Brenda expresses concern for her father and for Dylan, regarding the trust fund.
Mel has a talk with his son, David. He says he is moving out. He wants David to live
at his new apartment until he graduates in June. David refuses and angrily
condemns his father for destroying the marriage.
At school, Dylan invites Kelly to dinner with him, Jack and Christine. Kelly is
not sure about this. She still wants to confess everything to Brenda. Brenda joins
them for an awkward moment before Dylan leaves. Kelly says she found Jack McKay
very nice but Brenda says he has a very dark side too.
Dylan talks to Steve and Brandon but is still hurt that they didn't come to the
party. Donna is helping Andrea streak her hair. David offers a few joking remarks
that are not appreciated by Andrea. David says he had better go home to start
packing. He feels Kelly and Jackie won't want him around as a reminder of what his
father has done.
Nat tells Brandon he forgot to call in his bet on last night's game. He offers to
give the disappointed Brandon the hundred dollars he would have won. Brandon
says no to Nat's offer, but does ask for the bookie's telephone number so he can
call in his own bets in the future. Nat is hesitant to do this.
In the meeting with Jim Walsh, Dylan says he wants his father to handle his
trust fund investments. Jim says Jack can't because he is a convicted felon. Jack
says he wants to dissolve the trust fund. It would take three signatures, his, Jim's,
and Iris, Dylan’s mother.
Brandon and Brenda discuss her not going to Dylan's party. She is worried
that Jack McKay may be a crook. Brandon says she doesn't have to like Jack in
order to like Dylan.
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Dylan makes Kelly agree to meet with Brenda and both of them will tell her
about their relationship. Kelly says she will do it.
Jackie is waiting up for Kelly when she gets home. They discuss her love for
Dylan and the fact that she has not told Brenda. Jackie says Mel is moving out. Erin
cries and they go up to her room. David is already there with her bottle. When he
says he is going to miss all of them, Jackie says he can live there as long as he
wants. At school, Dylan is rather cool to Brenda when she suggests they go to a
movie. He says he is going to be busy with his father.
Donna and David exchange comments over the school radio regarding David
being a bit "spacey" lately. Andrea drops by and they both tell her the hair job looks
great. Later, David says he really didn't notice any difference. In the school
newsroom, Andrea asks a puzzled Brandon how he likes it. He does notknow what
she means but Steve saves the day by telling her the dye job looks terrific.
Dylan apologizes to Brandon for being rude about the party. He now realizes
Brandon had to work. Dylan and Kelly go to see Brenda to tell her about their
relationship. They take a walk as they tell Brenda. Brenda does not take the news
lightly. She storms away saying she doesn't want to talk to either of them again.
Dylan says he hopes she will be all right.
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EPISODE #069
“PARENTAL GUIDANCE RECOMMENDED”
Brenda has a fantasy as she is packing up photographs of her romance with
Dylan. "If they had approached this whole breakup in a more mature manner, maybe
they'd still be together," she ponders. Suddenly her anger flares up and she
imagines that she goes after Dylan and Kelly with an ax.
At Dylan's house, he and Kelly are making out on the couch. Kelly reminds
him he has to straighten up the place before he goes to pick up his mother, Iris, at
the airport. While still on the couch, a knock is heard at the door. Iris has taken an
earlier plane. She meets Kelly and is surprised to see her, instead of Brenda at
Dylan's house.
At the Peach Pit, David is being firm in his decision to fire Steve as his
manager. He doesn't feel Steve is a good manager. Donna speaks up and reminds
David she's been helping him out as the school disc jockey, so he can double up on
his schoolwork. How can he have time to do a new record and all the extra class
work? Without the extra courses, he won't graduate with the rest of the group.
Andrea drops by, in a worried mood. She's been invited to a tea for the Fall of
1993, "Freshman at Yale." She feels she can't compete on a social level with the
other students.
Kelly joins the group and tells Donna she needs to talk. She tells her about
meeting Dylan's mother. She feels Iris doesn't like her and prefers Dylan date
Brenda. Kelly tells Brandon that Brenda still won't speak to her.
At home, Brenda is still in a very blue mood. Brandon tells her that the gang
asked about her. He adds that Iris is in town to meet with Jim Walsh. Brenda
confesses to Brandon that she never imagined that Dylan would not choose her,
over Kelly.
Brandon tells his parents that he plans to buy a CD player for his car. Brenda
tells her father she knows that Dylan and his mother are meeting with him but she
had rather not hear any of the details.
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Iris tells Jim Walsh that her ex-husband is a shrewd man, a con-artist. She
wishes Dylan could realize that about his father. Dylan tells his father he wants to
believe he is a changed man, and that he really has his son's best interest at heart.
Jack asks Dylan to spend time with Iris and find out what she plans to do about the
trust fund.
Dylan drops by to see Kelly and apologizes for his mother's rudeness. Kelly
reminds Dylan it is past midnight and it's Valentine's Day. They kiss. Steve takes
David to see the Icon Records chief, Curtis Bray. Donna goes along too. Mr. Bray is
busy and they have to wait.
Dylan invites Iris to take a ride to Ojai for the day. She's impressed that he is
more considerate than he used to be. Dylan says he wishes she could sit down with
his father and try to sort things out. She agrees to join Dylan and Jack for dinner.
At the Yale "New Students" tea, Andrea is lonely and bored until she meets
an old friend named, Jordan Bonner. While shopping for his new CD player, Brandon
finds his choice of equipment is too expensive. Suddenly, when he sees a sports
commercial on a television set, he uses the phone to call in a bet with his bookies.
Brenda daydreams that Kelly comes to see her, intent on apologizing. As they
discuss being friends again, Brenda decides vengeance is more to her liking. She
takes a pair of scissors to Kelly's hair. At the Yale student tea party, Andrea
confesses to Jordan that she'll have to get a job, even with the scholarship.
David and Steve finally get into see Curtis Bray, the record chief. He
overwhelms them both. He sends Steve out of the office to get some free CD's of
recording stars. Then he tells David to fire Steve as his manager or they won't have
a recording deal.
Jack, Iris and Dylan are having drinks before going out to dinner. Iris is very
suspicious of Jack's motives about Dylan's trust fund. She says he bought her off
once, kept her away from her son, but now she's in control. Iris storms out in disgust
with Jack.
Brenda is dressed and ready for school but feeling very down emotionally.
She tells her father she's trying to be mature about Dylan's rejection of her. Iris talks
to Dylan about his faith in his father. She is shaken by the fact that Dylan seems to
love and respect him.
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Dylan says he's had a lot of rejection in his life and now that his father needs
him he is not going to turn his back.
David tries to tell Steve that the record company will sign him only if he fires
Steve as his manager. Steve does not listen. David tells Donna and Kelly of his
dilemma, regarding Steve. The girls feel he may need a manager to protect him and
he should investigate Curtis Bray thoroughly, before signing a contract.
Brandon talks to Andrea about her "Yalie" tea party. She is still feeling
intimidated by all the "blue bloods" who were there. A valentine comes by fax to
Andrea, from her friend Jordan Bonner.
Dylan tells Kelly he struck out with Iris, regarding changing his trust fund. He
guesses he'll have to wait until he is twenty-one. Kelly sees Brenda and tries to talk
to her, but her friend "freezes her out."
Iris drops by the Walsh house to deliver her gift to Brenda. She goes upstairs
and Brenda is pleased with the crystal pendant, which is said to give inner strength
to the wearer. David meets with Steve at the Peach Pit to tell him about Curtis
Bray's ultimatum to fire Steve, or there's no recording deal. Steve is hurt and angry.
Iris tells Dylan that on the way to the airport she'll stop by Jim Walsh's office
and sign the trust fund papers, since that's what he wants. Kelly and Brenda meet in
the school hallway. Brenda speaks briefly and both are relieved to end their feud.
Instead of throwing out all her mementos of her romance with Dylan, Brenda
stores it in the garage. In addition to his new car stereo, Brandon surprises his
mother and Brenda with gifts of perfume. Jim Walsh, still suspicious of Jack McKay,
vows to go slow in dissolving Dylan's trust fund.
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EPISODE #070
“DEAD END”
At Marina Yacht Basin, Jack McKay, is showing and his girlfriend, Christine, a
very large boat he has acquired. Dylan is puzzled as to where his father got so much
money, but is impressed by the beautiful yacht. Jack introduces them to the captain,
Terry, and his first mate, Mel. They seem pleasant on the surface but when Dylan
and Christine go below deck, Terry cautions Jack that it's "too late to keep Dylan out
of it. "
In a large van, parked nearby, we see two men taping all the conversations
from Jack's new floating home. We hear Terry warn Jack to "speed things up or their
deal will go sour very quickly."
Jack mentions to Dylan that they should have heard something from Jim
Walsh about dissolving the trust. His father asks Dylan to call Jim and find out what
is holding things up.
At the Walsh house, Jim criticizes Brandon for only reading the sports page.
Brenda and Cindy come in from the morning jog, with news that a friend got mugged
in the park. Cindy and Brenda announce they are going to attend a self-defense
course on the weekend.
At Kelly's house, her mother tells her and David that she is going to have to
put the house up for sale. The expenses are more than she can manage, she says.
David's new-record producer calls to say they will start the initial work on the
recording next week. He is a bit over-whelmed by the news.
In the school corridor, Steve joins Brandon. They talk about all the money
Brandon has made from sports betting. Steve cautions him that Lady Luck can frown
on you as well as smile. David walks up, still feeling guilty about dumping Steve, but
his former manager doesn't want to talk about it.
Brenda asks Donna to join her and Cindy for the self-defense workshop.
Donna would rather be with David and tries to talk Andrea into going with Brenda.
But Andrea surprises everyone by saying she has a heavy date.
Dylan drops by Jim Walsh's office to inquire about the trust fund settlement
delays. Jim admits he is going slowly because he is looking out for Dylan's best
interests. Dylan gets angry and storms out.
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Jackie is straightening up the house for the first public showing next day.
Kelly tells her she's missing her phone conversations with Brenda. Cindy and
Brenda attend the self-defense workout and persuade Donna to join them.
Dylan and his father discuss his son's visit to see Jim Walsh. Jack is not
pleased to hear of the delay in the settlement. We see that their conversation is
being recorded.
At the Peach Pit, Brandon admits to Steve that he's lost several bets lately.
Andrea comes in with her date, Jordan Bonner, the black student. Brandon greets
them and congratulates Jordan on going to Yale. Steve notices some evidence of
jealousy as Andrea walks away with a new friend. Andrea and Jordan joke about
which one of them will end up as editor of the Yale Daily News.
The girls are getting really into the self-defense training. Later at home,
Cindy tells Jim she's surprised how much anger Brenda seems to have bottled up
inside her. They also discuss Jim's concern about Dylan's trust fund. Cindy says
maybe they should stop being Dylan's surrogate parents.
Kelly finds the crowds of "looky loos" who have come to inspect their house,
too much to be around. She and Jackie leave the real estate agent in charge, and go
for a drive. Dylan and Jack go to Jim Walsh's office Jim tells them he has decided to
sign the papers. Jack and Dylan are delighted.
Kelly joins Dylan, Jack and Christine for dinner on the yacht. It is a pleasant
get together and ends up with Jack asking Christine to marry him. We see the men
sitting in the parked van on the dock as they record these conversations.
The real estate agents deliver disappointingly low sales price offers to
Jackie. Kelly is off to join Dylan at the yacht basin in the rain. He wants to go sailing
but it's raining very heavily now. Kelly spots a man staring at them through
binoculars. Dylan shrugs it off as just a man who knows a pretty woman when he
sees one. They move into an embrace and kiss warmly.
Brandon tells Steve he's into his bookie for over two hundred dollars. Steve
offers to lend him the money to cover his losses, but Brandon refuses. Brenda and
Cindy try some of their self-defense routine, in the living room. Jim chides them
about "hoping he doesn't meet them in a dark alley."
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Brenda and Brandon discuss the fact that Dylan is suddenly a very rich man.
Brenda wonders if it might change Dylan. Kelly and Dylan are into some heavy
petting on the yacht. Dylan comments that now with all his inheritance he'll never
know if Kelly loves him for himself or for his money.
The self-defense class is taken to heart by Cindy as she demonstrates some
killer moves. After Kelly has left, Jack asks Dylan if he is really pleased to have
Christine as his future stepmother. Dylan says he likes Christine. Jack starts to
reveal some business secrets to Dylan but is quickly interrupted by Captain Terry.
Terry takes Jack aside and warns him to keep his mouth shut about business
matters or both he and Dylan could end up dead.
Steve tells David he is really happy for him and about his new recording
contract. He'd just better send him free tickets when he is a famous concert star.
Brandon tells I-Lis bookie he can't pay off his betting loses this week. The bookie
says it's ok this time, but next time it will mean big trouble.
Jackie tells Kelly and David she's decided to hold out for a better offer on
their house. Jack and Dylan have a warm moment of recalling memories of Dylan's
childhood. During the night, we see an explosive device placed under Jack's car.
Next morning, a neighbor warns that the meter maid will give out a ticket to their car
if it isn't moved. Dylan starts to go to move it, but Kelly calls on the phone. Jack
goes to move the car. The car explodes in a gigantic burst of flames.
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EPISODE #071
“THE CHILD IS FATHER TO THE MAN”
Dylan is still suffering from the traumatic experience of seeing his father
killed in a car bomb explosion. He wakes from the recurring nightmare and tries to
calm himself.
Next day at the Peach Pit, David is telling Steve the dilemma he faces of
having his first recording session at the same time as Dylan's father's funeral. Steve
tells him he's sorry but if he hadn't fired him as his manager, maybe he could
reschedule the session. On the television, Brandon is watching the news people
swarming around Dylan's house hoping for an interview. He is disgusted with their
insensitivity.
Inside his house, Dylan is trying to reach his mother in Hawaii, without
success. He leaves a message for Iris. Kelly joins him, and seeing him frustrated and
tense, extends her sympathy. The doorbell rings and Kelly lets Jim Walsh inside.
She tells him she's worried about Dylan.
Jim talks to Dylan and invites him to come and stay at their house. Brenda
sent word she wishes that he would come, he adds. Dylan accepts the invitation to
go to the Walsh house but Kelly is not sure of her feelings. She feels inadequate in
helping Dylan through this crisis. Kelly goes home while Jim and Dylan run the
gauntlet of news reporters to their car. We see Borman, one of the heavies involved
in Jack McKay's death, make veiled threats about Dylan, from a nearby vantage
point.
At the Walsh house, Dylan is hesitant to go inside. He is joined by Brandon
and Brenda who tell him they're glad he's here. The three of them discuss Dylan's
reluctance to attend the funeral. Brenda tells Dylan she feels he ought to attend the
services.
Kelly is at her house, telling Donna what has happened. David tells them he
made a meatloaf for dinner but Kelly says she really doesn't have any appetite. The
reporters have now set up their cameras and equipment on the Walsh's lawn. Dylan
sleeps on a cot in Brandon's room.
Dylan can't sleep so he wanders downstairs. He sees Jim's liquor cabinet. He
argues with his inner-self over this temptation. The desire for relief from his anxiety
overwhelms him. He grabs a bottle of Scotch and gulps down a mouthful.
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Next morning, the press has not yet returned but the morning newspaper has
Dylan's photograph on the front page. They agree to hide the paper from Dylan.
Donna arrives to take Kelly to Jack McKay's funeral, but finds her feeling ill. Donna
is angry that David is going to rush from the funeral to his recording session. They
are all invited to the Walsh house afterward. Kelly says she will go to the funeral.
Brenda stops in to see if Dylan is ready. He comments that he sees she has
taken down all their photographs she had on the wall. She tells him she was very
hurt but nothing like the hurt he is going through now. They hug each other.
At the mortuary, Dylan embraces Christine. They both try to maintain their
composure, under the pressure. The rest of the group have come for the services,
and outside the reporters have gathered in even greater numbers, hoping to get
some comments from Dylan. Donna, Kelly and David arrive late.
After the services, the group awaits Dylan, near the entrance. Brenda invites
Kelly to come to the house. Inside Dylan goes to the men's room and is stopped by
Borman. He tells Dylan he’ll be getting a phone call soon and he'd better do exactly
as he is told.
At the Walsh house, friends have gathered to pay their respects to Dylan.
Brandon and Steve try to get Dylan to slip away and shoot a few hoops of basketball
but he doesn't have much interest. While guests are talking, Dylan eyes the liquor
cabinet wishing he could dull his senses with a drink.
David meets with his record producer but finds the studios booked up and
his recording session pushed back an hour or so. Dylan joins the others to toss a
few basketballs, but his heart is still not in it. Dylan begins to hear his alter ego
talking to him saying these are not his friends they are really Brandon's friends.
Dylan backs away from the group. Kelly comes over to talk and express her
sympathy. She lets slip the fact that today's paper had Dylan on the front page. He
wants to see the newspaper but Brandon tries to protect him saying it's been thrown
out.
Dylan walks to the liquor cabinet in the living room. As he reaches out, David
walks in and surprises him. The voice inside Dylan tries to get him to have the drink
anyway, but Dylan regains control and turns to talk with David.
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David tells Dylan that he has been through this same sort of traumatic
experience when his friend Scott accidentally blew his brains out, right in front of
him. Dylan suggests that they go back outside with the others. At Cindy's insistence,
Dylan starts to have a bite to eat but is interrupted by a phone call. Borman is on the
line, and gives Dylan instructions as to where to meet him. With the press still out
front, Dylan asks Brandon to bring his car around to the back and let him use it for a
while. Dylan says he will explain later.
On Olvera Street, near downtown Los Angeles, Dylan wanders among the
Mexican shops and restaurants waiting for his contact to find him. A black man
approaches, shows his Secret Service badge, and instructs Dylan to follow. In a
deserted warehouse, he meets Borman who tells him they are government agents
assigned to the case. Christine is there and confesses she too works with the
government. They tell Dylan, his father was part of a sting operation to catch the
mob bosses. Dylan is skeptical and asks Christine if she agreed to marry his father
as part of the sting operation. She says she was in love with Jack. Dylan walks away,
not sure who to believe now.
As he drives away, his alter-ego starts chiding him, telling him he needs a
good drink. Dylan regains control and shouts out at himself that he is not thirteen
years old anymore. Back the Walsh house, Dylan talks to the press briefly saying he
loved his father. He tells Brandon he needed to "clear his head." When alone, he
calls Kelly to see if she's all right.
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EPISODE #072
“DUKE’S BAD BOY”
At school in the D.J. booth Donna is covering for David on the school radio.
She chides him, on an open mike, about being late and that it is expected now that
he is a big recording star. David is rushing down the hallway. He tells Donna she's
"laying it on" a bit too heavy. He reminds her he is on a minimum salary at Icon
Records and has only made a couple of demo recordings.
A fellow student named Jeff Stellar approaches Brandon in the corridor and
tells him he can place his bets for him. Brandon is upset that his gambling habits are
common knowledge and blames Steve for spreading the word.
Andrea and Brandon discuss, with school counselor, Gil Meyers, how to
improve the editorial content of the school newspaper. Andrea hopes to win the
national contest and a trip to Washington. Kelly and Dylan are talking as Brenda
comes up to invite them to her house, for dinner. They accept the invitation.
David meets with his record producer, Serge, to hear a playback of one of his
songs. David is not enthusiastic about the "seventies sound" but is hesitant to be
too critical. Donna withholds her comments too.
Andrea is talking to Brandon at the Peach Pit about some newspaper editorial
ideas, when Duke Weatherill, Brandon’s bookie, joins them. He asks to speak to
Brandon privately. Duke reminds Brandon he owes him money for his recent bad
bets. Duke points over to his companion, Tony, an enforcer type, and warns
Brandon he has just two days to pay up.
Cindy has served dinner to Brenda, Dylan and Kelly and is encouraging them
to have more pie as Brandon arrives home from work. He says he's not hungry and
besides he has studying to do. He obviously has a lot on his mind. After Dylan and
Kelly leave, Cindy compliments Brenda for inviting them over.
On the way home, Kelly tries to entice Dylan to go to his house for a few
hours but he puts her off, saying he's not ready to resume an emotional relationship
yet. Cindy asks Jim to look in on his son. She is concerned about Brandon's loss of
appetite. Jim finds Brandon looking through his valuable baseball card collection.
Jim tells him he knows he places a bet occasionally on sports, but is concerned he
might be "in over his head."
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Donna talks to Steve about what the record company is doing to David's
music. She feels they are ruining his songs. She asks Steve to help but Steve is still
hurt because David fired him as his manager.
Brandon finds Jeff Stellar, the school bookie, taking a few minor bets from
some of the students. He asks Stellar to place some bets for him. Stellar is surprised
at the amount of money Brandon wagers. Brenda and Kelly have a brief run-in,
revealing that Kelly is very tense about Dylan spending time at the Walsh house.
Brandon finds Dylan in a depressed mood and suggests they cut class and
shoot a game of pool. Dylan says he knows Brandon means well, but he feels he just
needs to be alone right now.
Brandon hears that Andrea wants to do an editorial on Dylan. It angers
Brandon to think that Andrea is invading Dylan's privacy, just to get a good
newspaper editorial. Andrea calls Dylan at home and offers to drop by, if he would
like to talk. He takes her up on the offer.
At the recording session Donna is pleased to see Steve walk in, as she had
asked. Serge, the record producer, takes offense to Steve's remarks about the song
selected, and he is asked to leave the booth. At the Peach Pit, Brandon listens
intently to a basketball game. Nat looks worried because he knows Brandon is "over
his head" in his betting.
Andrea arrives at Dylan's house. Dylan serves her tea and tells her it's nice to
talk to someone other than girlfriends. He doesn't have to be on his guard with her.
Dylan's says his father wanted him to be the man that he never was. “I used to think
he was a hypocrite but near the end of his life, I learned to accept him for what he
was," Dylan adds. Andrea advises him not to reject his father now. Dylan is
impressed by Andrea's insight into his personal conflict. He refuses, however, to go
along with a school paper profile on himself.
Brandon is ecstatic when his basketball team wins. He is now "off the hook"
on his bets. As he rushes to find Jeff Stellar, the bookie, Steve cautions that Jeff
may not be able to pay off the bets.
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At school the next day, Stellar tells Brandon he'll bring the money by the
Peach Pit, later. Kelly is frantic about gaining a few pounds, and she resorts to trying
over the counter diet pills.
Dylan tells Andrea he has changed his mind about writing a personal profile,
but he doesn't want her to write it. He wants to write it and maybe have her look it
over later. David is not very pleased with the recording playback but Serge is
delighted and thinks they have a winner.
Andrea visits Dylan and they discuss books that he has read. Andrea is
impressed and tells him he should sign up for Gil Meyer's class. Jeff Stellar shows
up at the Peach Pit but has some shocking news for Brandon. He is running a little
short this week and can't pay off the bets. Brandon is very angry and threatens
Stellar. Steve arrives in time to pull Brandon away from Jeff. They move away from
the young bookie and Brandon confesses he needs fifteen hundred dollars to pay
off his losses to the other bookie, Duke. Steve says he can only come up with a
couple of hundred dollars.
At school, Stellar gives Brandon two hundred dollars of his winnings but this
leaves Brandon still short by over one thousand.
Gil Meyers agrees to accept Dylan in his English class provided he works
hard.
In a meeting with the head of Icon Records, David and Serge audition the
recording. It is not well received. Serge immediately says he didn't like it either and
blames David's songs. At first, David tries to explain to Mr. Bray how he wanted to
do the song, but no one seems to want to listen. David's option is dropped.
Kelly is bored sitting around while Dylan writes his story. She says she's
going to meet Donna at the Peach Pit. Dylan says he'll call later.
When Duke, the bookie, comes for his money, Brandon tells him he only has
five hundred of the fifteen hundred dollars. Brandon asks for more time to come up
with the money but Duke shakes his head. "You're lucky you have a good friend like
Nat. He paid off the rest of the wager." Nat lectures Brandon about getting
over-his-head in gambling.
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David joins the gang at the Peach Pit to tell them the bad news. Steve tells
him next time he should follow his advice. David wonders if there will be a "next
time." Brandon serves up the hamburgers and fries but Kelly says she's not hungry.
She slips away to the ladies room and pops two more diet pills into her mouth.
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EPISODE #073
“PERFECTLY PERFECT”
Still concerned that she is overweight, Kelly is up early working out on her
Stairmaster exercise machine. Later, in the kitchen, she passes on breakfast since
David has already consumed the last banana. Kelly settles for a diet pill and a cup of
coffee. She overhears David on the phone in a rather hushed tone of voice. She
begins to wonder what's going on. A surprise birthday party for her is being planned
but because the real estate people are going to be in and out, it can't be held at the
Taylor house. At school, David asks Donna if they can use her house. Donna says
they can't because her mother will be home.
Andrea asks Dylan how his writing is coming along. Donna joins them,
complaining that they have no place for Kelly's party. As Kelly joins them they quickly
change the subject. Kelly begins to get paranoid that everybody's hiding something
from her.
Steve is pressuring Brandon into joining him on a "dating game" show, in
which beautiful girls pick out their escorts from a group of guys. Brenda tells Donna
she will attend the planned party for Kelly, but she is not ready, emotionally, to host
it.
Kelly asks Dylan if he has noticed that people have been acting weird and
secretive. He says he hasn't noticed, but asks Kelly if she is still taking diet pills.
She tells him they're harmless over-the-counter pills. He expresses concern that
she is skipping meals completely. She snaps back at him, to stay off her back.
Brandon finally agrees to do the television game show with Steve. The taping
will be over by seven, with plenty of time to go to Kelly's surprise party. Kelly
notices her friends are still being secretive and evasive. This continues to fuel her
paranoia until Steve weakens and tells her they are planning a party for her
eighteenth birthday. Kelly gets angry, saying she said she didn't want a party. She
promises to attend, however.
Arriving home, Kelly is tempted to eat something, but has second thoughts.
The real estate broker brings in a prospective buyer, aggravating her irritability.
Finally Kelly can control her emotions no longer, when they look in her closet. She
shouts out at them to help themselves to the clothes and adds that maybe they'd like
her boyfriend too.
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At the television game show, Brandon and Steve go through a "dry run"
rehearsal with the talent coordinator. Brandon meets one of the girl contestants in
the hallway and they each find the other very attractive.
Kelly has a discussion with Jackie about her emotional outburst in front of the
prospective buyer. This conversation, too, ends on an angry note. At the show,
Brandon and Steve are selected to compete for the favors of Celeste and two other
girls.
Brenda arrives home with a gift sweater she has bought for Kelly. She tells
her mother that Kelly will probably return it to the store. She discusses her old
friends in Minnesota, with her mother, and wonders what they are doing. Brenda
arrives early at the Peach Pit party, to help get things ready.
Dylan stops by to pick up Kelly, but finds she is not dressed yet. She
complains that she can't find her other shoe and then announces she is not going at
all. Her mother calms down Kelly and in a few minutes she's ready to leave, having
surreptitiously popped two more diet pills.
The game show taping continues with Steve becoming more upset, as he
feels that Brandon is trying to win a date with Celeste. In the final round of the game,
Steve wins Celeste and their date begins. Steve, however, is troubled. He didn't
realize his winning date began immediately. He had promised Kelly to attend her
birthday party.
On the way to the Peach Pit, Kelly begins to have alarming symptoms that
something is wrong physically. Arriving at the Peach Pit, Kelly pretends to be totally
surprised about the birthday party.
In the limousine, Celeste is touched by Steve's concern at missing his
friends' eighteenth birthday. She offers to rush their date so he'll still have time to
stop by the party.
Kelly excuses herself, to go to the restroom. She says she'll be right back but
actually she feels very strangely. Brenda goes to get Kelly for the cake cutting, and
finds her collapsed on the floor, unconscious.
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Steve arrives too late. The crowd is gone and Brandon tells him what has
happened. The group is at the hospital waiting for word about Kelly's condition. The
doctor tells Jackie that her daughter was taking double doses of the appetite control
pills and surviving on what amounted to a starvation diet. He tries to get her to sign
up for an Eating Disorder group at the hospital, but Kelly doesn't feel such a
program is right for her. The gang all comes in to see Kelly, including Steve, to wish
her well.
Brenda remains with Kelly for a few minutes alone. She tells her how much
she's missed her friendship. Outside, she says goodnight to Dylan, but it sounds
more like a final "goodbye."
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EPISODE #074
“SENIOR POLL”
Kelly arrives for her first visit to the Eating Disorder Therapy Group. She is
shocked at the emaciated teenage girls in the room. The psychologist, Melissa
Stanza, asks Kelly to tell her story. She is still defensive and says she was just
taking simple diet pills but Melissa tells her that the problem is far from simple.
At home, Kelly begs her mother to cancel the therapy. She promises to eat
normally again.
At school, the winners of the Senior Poll are soon to be announced. Brandon
tells Brenda such polls can damage a student's confidence, but Brenda thinks
they're fun and harmless. Steve passes by complaining about detention class and
the fact somebody put graffiti all over his books. He and Brandon plan to attend a
basketball game on Friday but haven't found dates yet.
Kelly finds Dylan alone in a quiet place, busy writing his story. She is still
anxious to read it, but Dylan says it's not ready. He starts to walk away. She tries to
get him to stay around for the Senior Poll results but he says he has no interest in it.
Dylan drops off the first chapter of his story to Andrea, to get her opinion.
She is flattered by his attention. Brandon dashes in to ask if any of the Poll results
have been announced.
It is finally time for the announcement of the winners. Several members of the
group are first prize winners, including Donna for "Best Dressed," David "Most
Talented," Brandon and Andrea, "Most Likely to Succeed." Steve hoped to win,
"Biggest Flirt," but loses out. Dylan wins "Most Handsome" and finally Kelly is
announced as "Most Beautiful."
Andrea calls Dylan to compliment him on his writing. She has made some
comments in the margin, but overall, it is very good, she says.
Kelly arrives at Dylan's house to tell him he has been voted "Most
Handsome" and she has won as "Most Beautiful." She says they want the winners to
pose for pictures the next day and she feels they should wear formal dress. At first,
Dylan rejects the idea of dressing up in a tuxedo but mellows as Kelly turns on her
sexy charm.
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Brandon drops into Brenda's room. They discuss his trying to find a date for
Friday. He spots an application for the University of Minnesota on her desk. He
quizzes her about it, since a few months ago they agreed they would both attend a
local college, because of the costs. Brenda hedges, saying she is just keeping her
options open. She admits she hasn't discussed it with their parents yet.
Brandon tells his father he has two extra tickets for the Lakers basketball
game on Friday. Maybe his father and mother would like to join him and Steve. Kelly
is trying to decide on the right dress for the photographs. Jackie helps her do a
special eye makeup. Kelly says this photo session isn't that important, but Jackie
reminds her that her own high school photograph propelled her into a modeling
career in New York.
As the students, who won the Senior Poll, gather for the special photo
session, Brandon tells Steve that he's invited his mother and father to attend the
basketball game with them. Steve is far less than enthusiastic over this turn of
events.
In the ladies room, Andrea finds all the winners lined up to get to the mirrors.
Kelly is as nervous as ever and complains that no one takes the winner of "Most
Beautiful," serious. She's always considered an "air-head." Andrea mentions that
judging from what Dylan is writing about her, he certainly takes her seriously. Kelly
is surprised and rather hurt that Dylan refused to let her see his writing but let
Andrea read it. Kelly confronts Dylan, saying he values her only as a sex object, but
not for her mind. She blows up and storms away.
At home, Jackie tells Kelly that Dylan called. Kelly says she doesn't care if he
did and also she did not do the photo session. She and her mother begin to argue.
Kelly shouts that since she was twelve her mother has been trying to make her over
into something else. There was weight watchers and then at fifteen, a nose job. She
blames Jackie for making her into a shallow, insecure person whose only interest
was beauty and fashion. She rushes out of the house.
Brenda tries to borrow fifty dollars from Brandon for her application fee to
the University of Minnesota. He doesn't have the money and suggests she ask their
parents. The application has to be mailed by midnight, she says.
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Brenda has now asked her father for the money, just as they are leaving for
the basketball game. He is furious about this last minute decision by Brenda. Steve
is upset that they are going to be late for the game. At the game, at last, an usher
approaches. Steve's ticket stub has the lucky number. He gets to try to shoot a
basket from half court. He could win ten thousand dollars.
Kelly's disappearance has David and Dylan worried. David lets slip that Kelly
was in an Eating Disorder Group. Dylan is very surprised. Jim and Brandon go down
to the court with Steve to try to get him calm. While waiting Jim asks Brandon if he
knew about Brenda's college plans. He admits he found out only when she wanted
to borrow the money for the fee. Jim is disappointed his children aren't confiding in
him anymore.
Steve is on the court ready to try the throw. He sends the ball in a high arc
and it drops through the hoop. The crowd goes wild and Steve is stunned.
Dylan finds Kelly at the elementary school yard swings, where they first met
each other. Kelly is still in a depressed mood and suggests Dylan leave and go back
to Brenda. But Dylan persists recognizing the loss of self-confidence Kelly is going
through. He's been there himself, many times
Brenda discusses her insecurities with her parents and tells them why she
feels she needs to go to Minnesota. Her friends there were real people she could
trust, she adds. Kelly returns home and has a mother-daughter talk with Jackie. Kelly
admits everything in her life hasn't been bad. She and Jackie decided to seek
professional help with their relationship.
Steve is still riding a high over making the basketball long shot and winning
ten thousand dollars. Mrs. Teasley receives a gift of ten thousand dollars, so the
kid's summer camp won't have to be dropped. The gift is anonymous and no one
suspects that Steve is the donor.
At school, Kelly has calmed down and joins Dylan to have their photographs
taken for the Class Annual. Dylan surprises Kelly by handing her his manuscript and
asking her to read it. Steve is telling everybody who will listen, a blow by blow
account of his basketball skills. Kelly begins to leaf through Dylan's manuscript,
being especially pleased with the inscription, "Dedicated to Kelly Taylor," on the
inside cover.
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EPISODE #075
“SHE CAME IN THROUGH THE BATHROOM WINDOW”
David and Donna are on microphone, promoting the sale of tickets to Senior
Ditch-School Day at Magic Mountain, by giving a description of the hair-raising roller
coaster ride.
Donna and Andrea are tabulating the ticket sales as Kelly rushes over to buy
a ticket for Senior Ditch-Day. She says she's going alone because Dylan has to
retake his S.A.T. test. Brenda praises Dylan for deciding to do the test again. Steve
kids Dylan about getting points just for spelling his name correctly. Steve adds he
can't go on the trip to the amusement park because he is still on detention.
Later at the Peach Pit, Brandon and Steve talk about Dylan's decision to take
the S.A.T.'s because his father had asked him to do it. An attractive young woman
named, Ginger O'Hara, approaches Brandon. Nat joins them and Ginger tells him
she's from Parnell Celebrity Tours, here to arrange for the tour group's breakfast
next day. It's a Burt Reynolds Fan Club of twenty people from Arizona and they have
a tight schedule. Nat says he's fed most of the stars when they were beginners. Burt
Reynolds was a regular customer, he adds.
Brandon gets a call from Nat, saying he is ill with the flu and he wants
Brandon to handle the early breakfast for the tour group.
Next day the seniors board the bus and head for Magic Mountain. Steve tells
Kelly he plans to attend Ditch Day festivities by slipping out of detention early and
then rushing back in time for afternoon detention. Kelly thinks he's crazy to take a
chance of getting expelled again.
Steve stops by the Peach Pit to pick up Brandon, but finds the Fan Club has
not arrived yet. Suddenly, Ginger arrives with a large group of fans in tow, ready for
breakfast. Dylan offers to help take food orders and Brandon cooks. Steve pitches
in, too.
At the amusement park everyone is anxious to get to the giant roller coaster,
except Andrea. She has brought along some office work to do so she has an excuse.
At the Peach Pit, the fan club members have finished eating and Brandon has
totaled up the bill. He goes looking for Ginger and finds her sobbing in the
restroom. The film screening room never heard of Parnell Tours. There's been a big
mix-up and she can't reach Mr. Parnell by phone.
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He was supposed to be here to pay the bill, she says. Outside, the fan club
members are getting very restless. This was a pre-paid tour. Steve's tries to
appease them by offering to have his mother, the star of "Hartley House" come by,
but the club wants Burt Reynolds. Most of the group has just gotten off the roller
coaster. Brenda, Donna, David, Kelly and Tony Miller try to talk Andrea into taking a
ride but she confesses she is terrified of heights.
Steve remembers that his mother knows Burt Reynolds from when she did a
role in a movie with him. Dylan tries to make it clear to Ginger that Steve tends to
exaggerate about most everything. Steve becomes a bit angry with Dylan and while
they argue Ginger climbs out of the bathroom window and disappears in Brandon's
Mustang car. Dylan and Steve take out after her and finally succeed in cutting her
off so she has to stop. Ginger says she was trying to get to Parnell's office to get the
whole mess straightened out. Steve and Dylan decide to drive her to Parnell's
office.
As they are buying snack food, Kelly discovers her wallet is missing. Later the
wallet is found near where the bus is parked, but all her money and credit cards are
gone. Mr. Parnell's office address turns out to be a vacant lot. Ginger says she got
the job over the phone, and has never met Parnell.
Kelly reports her stolen wallet but says she won't allow the thief to steal her
"fun" too. Andrea stays behind when the others head for some new rides, still not
able to overcome her fears.
Steve calls his mother and asks her to help in locating Burt Reynolds. While
Steve is telephoning, Dylan and Ginger have a discussion about their pasts, where
they come from and where they may be going. Steve rushes up to join them. He has
located Burt Reynolds.
At the amusement park, Andrea confesses to Donna that maybe it's just a fear
of the unknown that keeps her from riding the roller coaster. Donna tells her the
ride is awesome. "It's like what she imagines sex with your lover is like," she says.
Andrea confesses she almost had sex with Brandon once, but the timing was wrong.
Steve, Dylan and Ginger put on a costume for a "dental" commercial in order
to get on the sound stage only to find Burt Reynolds finished his filming hours
before. The Assistant tells them Burt has gone to Rossmore Sound.
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A policeman approaches Brandon's Mustang, as Steve, Dylan and Ginger are
entering. The car was reported stolen. They are arrested.
At the police station, Steve calls Brandon to report what has happened.
Brandon has his hands full of over fifty very impatient fans waiting for Burt Reynolds
to arrive.
Suddenly Dylan notices the time and reminds Steve he had better get back to
school detention right away. If he misses detention he may not be able to graduate.
But Steve feels he can't let all those fans down who are waiting to see Burt
Reynolds. Dylan goes back to school and answers up when Steve's name is called.
At the amusement park, Donna is sitting alone, waiting for some of the group
to finish a ride, when suddenly a young guy grabs her purse. Donna fights back,
decking him with fists and kicks. Andrea rushes up with park guards to haul away the
mugger.
Steve finds Burt is not at Rossmore Sound, either. Ginger says they could
skip town and go to Las Vegas. Steve is baffled as to how they can do this without
money. Ginger admits the whole thing is a scam between her and Parnell to rip off
tourists.
As Ginger is apologizing to the fan club at the Peach Pit, Burt Reynolds walks
in. The apprehended mugger turns out to be a student from West Beverly. They
recover Kelly's credit cards too. The group returns to the Peach Pit. Andrea is
raving about her roller coaster ride. Unnoticed by everybody, Ginger makes her way
toward the restrooms.
A bald headed man storms in, demanding to know if anybody there has seen a
girl named Maria Crawford. Steve and Dylan exchange eye contact with Brandon and
shake their heads. Maria stole $5,000 of his money, he says. He hands them his
business card that reads, "J. Thomas Parnell - Celebrity Tours."
In the restroom, Dylan, Steve and Brandon find the bathroom window open
and Ginger is no where to be found.
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EPISODE #076
“A NIGHT TO REMEMBER”
Brenda and Donna are putting up a banner promoting the Senior Prom.
Donna is a bit sad to be graduating, but Brenda says she can hardly wait. Donna
can't believe Brenda doesn't have a date for the prom. Steve is still trying to
convince Brandon he should ask Andrea to attend the dance as his date. When
Brandon approaches Andrea to ask her, he ends up getting a school newspaper
reporting assignment instead.
David tells Brenda she's invited to his father's prom night party, but she says
she probably won't come because she has no date. David tells Donna about his
romantic plans for the two of them at the Bel Age Hotel. It will be a "night to
remember." Donna hedges a bit, saying she's not sure she's comfortable with his
plans.
At home, the Walshs are reminiscing about their high school days. Cindy
suggests to Brandon that he take Brenda to the prom, since neither has a date. The
idea is not well received by either Brenda or Brandon. Brandon suggests to Brenda
that she call Rick, her former boyfriend. When she calls, she finds he has a new girl
friend.
Steven and Brandon are talking with school jock, Tony Miller, about the high
cost of taking a girl to the dance. Tony says he and some buddies have a poker
game planned, instead. He invites Brandon to join them. Dylan and Kelly are late for
school, still dallying over breakfast and romantic small talk. Dylan invites Kelly to go
to San Francisco with him after the prom. He has to go by UC Berkeley campus for
an interview.
At the school board meeting, Andrea joins Brandon in reporting on the
agenda. Andrea gets riled up over the discussion of a school dress code. Andrea
challenges the board over this issue but the motion is passed. The board also
passes a ruling on intoxication at school sponsored functions.
At the Peach Pit, Brandon and Andrea tell the others about the school board
meeting. Donna says she is not surprised to hear her mother was there. She plans
to run for the office of mayor and is trying to get as much exposure as possible.
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Andrea disappoints Brandon by telling him she's attending the prom with
Jordan. Jordan joins them to announce that he will give the valedictorian address at
his school. Andrea is hoping her grade average makes her valedictorian at West
Beverly.
Donna talks to her mother about the new dress code Mrs. Martin helped to
pass. She and her mother don't see eye to eye on this issue. Donna adds that she
plans to stay over at Kelly's house on Prom Night. Her mother says that is ok and to
have fun.
Mrs. Teasley discusses the dress code issue with a group of students, saying
that personally she does not approve of such rules. Andrea asks if she has been
selected as valedictorian, but Mrs. Teasley says she has a very strong contender
named Joey Wong.
Tony Miller tells Brandon the poker game is cancelled because he's going to
go to the prom. As his date, he has asked Brenda.
Even though Dylan is worried about being accepted by UC Berkeley, Mr.
Meyers has set the meeting with Professor Jameson and offered some
encouragement. Meyers reminds the class about the new rules regarding the use of
drugs or alcohol at the prom, adding that offenders will not be allowed to graduate.
Brenda arrives home with her new prom dress and rushes upstairs to get
ready for her date. Kelly, with her mother's approval, packs her bag for the San
Francisco trip with Dylan. Donna's mother gets out a gold chain and cross that her
daughter has always admired, but Donna is not sure it is appropriate to wear on the
night she plans to lose her virginity. The party at Mel's condo is just beginning. A
champagne toast is made and Donna drinks her first glass of wine.
At the Peach Pit, Brandon is on duty, since he has no date for the prom.
Andrea calls to say Jordan has the flu and can't take her. She wonders if Brandon
would still want to go with her. Brandon is delighted. At Mel's party, all the gang has
arrived and is drinking champagne toasts to the Class of 1993. Donna confesses to
David that she is very nervous about tonight's romantic plans. She decides to have
another glass of champagne.
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The whole gang enters the hotel ballroom arm-in-arm. The tables have
souvenir place cards with a quarter attached, in case anyone needs to call a cab,
and a condom, for protection. They all join in playful joking. Donna is beginning to
show some signs of inebriation but only David has noticed, so far. As everybody is
dancing, the others begin to realize Donna has really "loosened up." David takes
her out on the terrace for some air as she complains of nausea.
Steve asks Kelly for a dance. They whirl around the floor, reminiscing about
old times. Steve says that he's happy that she is happy with Dylan. Across the room
Dylan finds Brenda alone and asks her for a dance.
Kelly finds Donna throwing up in the ladies room and runs to find Brenda
Brandon asks Andrea if she wants to check out the bedrooms in the hotel. Andrea is
surprised and flattered.
The group makes plans to get Donna out of the hotel without anyone noticing
she's intoxicated. As they cross the lobby, Mrs. Teasley approaches, surprised they
are leaving so early. She realizes Donna is drunk and they all know what the school
board regulation is regarding drinking. This may turn out to be a "night to forget."
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EPISODE #077
“SOMETHING IN THE AIR”
The whole school is buzzing with the story of Donna getting drunk at the
prom. Donna joins David in the school radio booth and asks if she can hide out
there. She is so embarrassed and fearful that the school board will not allow her to
graduate with her class, she says.
Meyers tells Dylan, Professor Jameson at UC Berkeley was very impressed
with him. Dylan will still have to get good grades on his final exams, however. Donna
joins the others while they are being fitted for graduation gowns. Andrea and
Brandon are discussing the fact that they never got up to the hotel room. Andrea
has mixed feelings about still being a virgin.
Donna is joined in Mrs. Teasley's office by her parents, Doctor Martin and
Felice Martin. Mr. Ephardt, the school superintendent tells them the decision,
regarding expulsion for Donna, will be up to the School Board when it meets
tonight. Some of the underclassmen on the school newspaper want to publish the
whole story, but Andrea is opposed, until a final verdict is handed down.
Jackie calls Mel and tells him he is to blame for the whole mess. He should
not have served alcohol to minors. David and Kelly defend Mel saying he didn't
force anyone to drink champagne.
Donna calls from the school board meeting to tell the group at the Peach Pit
she's been suspended and must attend summer school in order to graduate in the
fall. Dylan and Kelly are studying together at his house. Kelly is worried about Donna
and also that their house has been sold. Packing and moving.is not something she's
looking forward to doing.
David and Mel stop by the Walshes to tell them they are going to see the
Martins. Mel wants to apologize for what he's done. At the Martin’s, Mel suggests
that they appeal the board's decision. Donna's apparent drunkenness may have
been caused by a virus infection or something she ate, he tells them. When Felice
Martin says everything has been done that can be done, Donna says her mother is
just getting even with her because she caught her having an affair. Donna says she
forgave her mother's indiscretion. Now her mother ought to forgive her mistake.
The Martin’s change their minds and decide to appeal Donna's suspension.
The group is asked to write letters to the school board, on Donna's behalf. Meyers
tells Brandon that a demonstration would probably be more effective.
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Brandon goes to his father's office to ask his opinion regarding a
demonstration. His father is uncertain that this will be effective.
While some of the students are not sure about demonstrating, instead of
taking their final examinations, Brandon suggests that if all the students stood
together, the school would have to reschedule the exams. The group starts phoning
all the seniors, requesting their supports. Tobi and Howard, two juniors, want the
demonstration to include revocation of the dress code ruling.
Next day in class, at exactly ten o'clock, hundreds of students walk out and
head for the school board meeting. As Donna takes the stand to explain her side of
the incident and to apologize to the board, chanting is heard from outside, "Donna
Martin graduates!” “Donna Martin graduates!" Andrea serves as spokesperson for
the students at the board hearing, saying they are here in support of Donna Martin.
School superintendent Ephardt is not in favor of giving in to this "mob" of
students. He sends a note to the crowd, "to cease this demonstration immediately or
they will all be suspended." The crowd, however, is determined and begins to chant
again.
Brandon goes inside and demands to be heard, over the objections of
Ephardt. Brandon tells the board that Donna had never had an alcoholic beverage
before and didn't realize what she was doing. He adds that the dress code ruling
needs to be reviewed, too. The board rules in favor of dropping the charges against
Donna. The final exams are re-scheduled and Donna will be able to graduate with
the class.
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EPISODE #078
“COMMENCEMENT”
The whole group is gathered on a hilltop overlooking Hollywood. Steve is
trying to drum up support from them to do something they will always remember.
Slowly they all agree to join Steve in his plan for "grad night."
At the school quad, seniors are going through a less than enthusiastic
graduation ceremony rehearsal. Brandon sees a bleary-eyed David, who has been
taking six final exams in three days, so he can graduate with the others. Steve is a
bit worried because Mrs. Teasley has him in detention, all alone. He thinks the
school has decided not to graduate him.
Jim Walsh and Dylan have a quiet discussion over a fast-food lunch. Jim tells
him his mother, Iris, has authorized the lawyers to give the inheritance check to
Dylan, closing out the trust.
As the final day of school comes to an end, it is greeted in a variety of ways.
David, still brain-fried from cramming for exams, notices his D.J. replacement in the
school radio booth. Steve faces Mrs. Teasley in her office and is prepared for the
worse. He is dumbfounded when she compliments him on his improved grades and
reveals that she knows he made the secret gift to the Alvarado Street Summer
Fund. She will write a letter of recommendation for him to any college he wants.
Brandon finds Andrea in the newspaper office "fine tuning" her valedictorian
speech. He tells her he'll listen to it later, if she'd like.
Everyone but Andrea is at the Peach Pit for a last "hang" before graduation.
They discuss the senior "wills" that will be distributed at the Senior Breakfast.
(Flashback to Jim Walsh with his karaoke machine and the gang singing along.) The
group kids Nat as to what he would "will" to someone else. He says it definitely
would be that karaoke machine. (Flashback to a scene in which Brenda pretended to
be Laverne, a "hash house" waitress.) Jordon drops by to see Andrea. He tells
Brandon that Andrea is having second thoughts about going to Yale.
At the Walsh home, Cindy tells Brenda she has a letter from the University of
Minnesota. Brenda has been accepted but now she's not sure she wants to leave
town and all her friends.
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At Kelly's house, she and her mother are sorting through clothes, making a
decision as to what to save and what to toss. Kelly is nervous about facing so many
changes in her life, including moving, and a new school life. David and Kelly
reminisce about when Jackie and Mel first dated and then David moved in with Kelly
and her mother and Mel.
Brandon listens to Andrea's pretentious speech then tells her she should
just say how she feels in her heart and not what she thinks the teachers and parents
expect her to say. Andrea tells Brandon what a good friend he has been to her.
Andrea tells him she may not go to Yale, but instead attend California University
here in town.
Kelly arrives at Dylan's house to find him reading the California University
catalogue. He tells Kelly they could have a lot of fun going to the same college. The
doorbell rings and they are surprised to see Iris, Dylan's mother. She's here to
attend Dylan's graduation. She kids Dylan that half the fun of a surprise visit is
catching him with his girlfriends. Dylan is still upset with his mother over the fact
that she didn't attend his father's funeral. Dylan offers to call a hotel for her. He puts
the cost on his credit card.
At West Beverly High, final preparations are being made for the Senior
Breakfast. Steve tries to cheer up a worried Andrea by reminding her of their date at
the Underground Club and the "egg exchange." It works and Andrea's mood
brightens. In her "Senior Will" to Kelly, Brenda leaves their "double date from hell"
with Wayne and Adam, the two geeks from Princeton prep school. Donna's "will" to
Brenda is the dinner of "calf brains" they had in Paris.
David and Donna are on stage entertaining the Senior Breakfast crowd. The
audience loves their routine. David makes a special award to Steve of a "legacy
key." Everybody laughs. They show a video of some of the highlights of the
“camping trip" to the mountains. There are videos showing Kelly and Brenda taking
skydiving lessons and another tape of Brandon as a soap opera star followed by
Brandon kissing different girls. They close the show with David winning the dance
contest when he attended the junior prom.
It's six hours until graduation. Everybody is beginning to feel a little misty
eyed. In the Walsh backyard the gang is putting the finishing touches on their gift to
the Class of 1993. They are applying paint to a huge canvas, stretched out across
the lawn. As they work they discuss Andrea's decision not to go east to college.
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In the house, Cindy and Jim flashback to the time they left Brandon and
Brenda home alone. They threw a wild party and Brandon got drunk. The Walshs
carry out drinks and snacks to the gang but they are not allowed to see the project
being painted.
The gang takes a break from work and Steve and Brandon toss a few
basketballs. They recall some of their experiences together. Donna has a final
session with the counselor about her drinking at the prom. Donna mentions she
might go to California University with the others and study political science.
David tells Kelly he wonders if he's making a mistake to leave high school so
soon. He says he'll miss the good times and his old friend Scott. Kelly calls Dylan to
say she's going for a manicure and she'll see him later. We see that Brenda is there
with Dylan.
Dylan and Brenda discuss what their relationship might be if there were no
girl named Kelly. They reminisce about their first kiss, the trip to Baja and getting
trapped at the Border. The talk about when Brenda moved in with Dylan and that
perhaps, that was “too much, too soon” in their romance. Their discussion is
interrupted by the doorbell. It’s Iris, Dylan’s mother. She says she’s ready to either
attend his graduation or head straight to the airport and back to Hawaii. Iris is
delighted to find Brenda there with her son.
Kelly is preparing to leave for the graduation ceremonies. She tells her
mother she loves Dylan but he doesn't seem to want her to move in with him.
Brenda and Brandon are getting dressed for the ceremonies. They talk about some
of their experiences over the last three years and Brenda thanks him for always
being there for her.
The gang has arrived at the school quad and are a bit nervous about the
ceremonies. Steve says his mother is signing autographs and his father came with
his new wife and children. Dylan gets a shock when he thinks he sees his dead
father in the crowd. Andrea is still worrying about her valedictorian speech. Donna
tells everybody how thankful she is that they all testified for her at the school board
hearing, otherwise she wouldn't be graduating.
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The students get in line as "Pomp and Circumstance March" begins to play.
Suddenly, Andrea realizes she has lost the copy of her speech. She is terrified.
As Andrea stands before the mike she reverts back to her original prepared
speech, but then she turns it around and begins to speak from her heart, instead of
stilted platitudes. Later, as each of the gang accepts the diploma, there is a
flashback to an important landmark in their lives. After the ceremony there are hugs
and kisses and posing for photographs everyone is in a joyous mood.
Dylan stops by the Walsh house later, to tell Jim he wants him to manage his
money for him. First, he does plan a trip to Europe for the summer.
In the Hollywood Hills, the whole gang has gathered overlooking the lights of
the city. They discuss their future plans. Brenda surprises them by saying she's
decided to attend the University of Minnesota. Andrea plans to enroll at Yale, after
all, even though she'll miss seeing Brandon, she adds. Dylan says he's not sure yet
about college. He's going to bum around Europe for the summer, first. Then he
turns to Kelly and invites her to come with him.
After putting their banner in place across the huge "Hollywood" sign, they
wait for the rising sun to light it. At last, there is their handiwork glowing in the
sunlight, in huge letters above the city below: "W. BEV. HF93."
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